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SANTA FE MEW MEX
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1912.

VOL, 49
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trade and the instability of the
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COST

OF

dol-

DO YOU REMEMBER?

lar.
"I firmly believe, however,

NO. 194
"

qayUsy;

Dixon, of Montana, has authorized
Mrs. Medill McCormick, of Chicago,
to begin a country-wid- e
movement for

SON ARRESTED

Your First Week's Salary How Enormous It Looked and What Visions of Affluence It Inspired?
that the
formal observance of October 2S. The
time must come when business men
Colonel's birthday is October 27, but
throughout the world will feel the
this year it falls on Sunday.
need of a more stable unit of value.
BRYAN ENTHUSES.
Business men appreciate the necessiReno, Nev., Sept. 26. William J.
ty of a scientific determination of the
Bryan entered Nevada today and will
yard, the pound, the hour, the horse
make speeches today at Virginia City,
power, the kilowatt, etc. The govCarson City and Reno. .'
ernments have bureau of standards
"I do not concede a single state to
to make sure that these units are deeither Taft or Roosevelt," said the
termined to the highest possible dedemocrat campaigner when he reach- gree of precision. Yet our yardstick
YOUNG M'KNELLY HELD AT WELLINGOF THE of
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
ed Reno.
purchasing power, the dollar, the
"Wilson and Marshall will make a
moBt essential and universal unit emTON
KANSAS
FOR MURDERING
CHAMBERS
OF COMMERCE LISTEN
clean sweep and will carry every
ployed by the business man, is perin
the
union."
slate
The
TO INTERESTING DISCUSSION BY mitted to change incessantly.
FATHER, MOTHER ,'AND SISTER TO
whole world complained when the dolANOTHER PROFESSOR.
GET THEIR MONEY.
YALE TEACHER.
lar appreciated and complained again
Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. 20 Jacob G.
when it depreciated.
No one ,will
Schurman, president of Cornell uni-- j
was mentioned in gossip)
versity,
deny that theoretically it ought neithabout the republican state hall here HE SHOWS NO
er to appreciate nor depreciate, but
FISCHER PRESENTS
to remain unchanged. We have, at
today as a possible candidate for gov- ernor of New York.
EMOTION AT ALL
SOME NEW IDEAS present, a dollar of fixed weight but
not of fixed purchasing power; and we
Arguments over the plunks on di-- i
rect nominations and woman suffrage!
shall never secure a fixed monetary
delayed the report of sub committees
yardstick until business men univerWellington, Kas., Sept. 26. Otto
on resolutions.
McKnellv. 21 veara old. was arrested
sally appreciate its Importance. PerPostal reforms, art" internation- The convention, when it met about here ast night on tne cnarge of
al conference on the cost of liv- - X sonally I hope that an international
O'clock today, was to effect a per--; mB murdered 1i!h father, mother and
ing and uniformity of action in X conference on the cost of living,
manent organization and make State s;Kter in a tent one mile east of this
while it could not be expected to seX the matter of consular invoices
Senator Edgar T. Bracket!, of Sara-- ; tcwu Tuesday night,
cure this result immediately, may lay
were the topics listed for dis- toga,
permanent chairman. After Mr.
come.
in
to
basis
it
the
for
the
X
interwere
the
to
years
McKnelly and his daughter
X cussion by delegates
Brackett's address, the
prospects deud when a neighbor called at the
This it might do by causing business
X national Congress of Chambers
w ere that a recess would be
taken tent Wednesday morning. Mrs.
d
X of Commerce today. The subject Si men throughout the world to demand
that the afternoon would be de-- Knelly died in a hospital at 8 o'clock
X was presented to the congress Sk it."
voted to consideration of the plat-iHSuggestions for postal reforms to
X in a report by Alfred Georg, X
nignt Tne soll i8 a car repairer
i nis wouia leave tomorrow anA ha was missing from his work
lonn.
next
be
to
universal
X
submitted
of
the
Chamber
X vice president of the
free for the nominations. The sub- two hours near midnight Tuesday
Switzer- - X postal congress were laid before the
X Commerce of Geneva,
committee appointed to consider the night. This was about the time the
X international congress of chambers of
X land.
planks suggested forthe platform, McKnelly's were murdered.
commerce today by Dr. Alfred Georg,
was in session until after 3 o'clock
of the chamber of comYoung McKnelly showed no emotion
this morning and planned to make a when arrested and he had not even
Boston, Sept. 26. A plan to stabi- merce of Geneva, Switzerland. These
report to the full committee before inquired at the hospital about the conlize the purchasing power of money suggestions said Dr. Georg, when apthe convention met today.
dition of his mother.
He is unable to
be
would
this
congress
as a remedy for the increasing cost proved by
SMITH HEADS TICKET.
to the attention of the interexplain where he was while he was
brought
Hartford Conn., Sept. 26. Herbert absent from his work
of living was laid before the interna- national bureau of the
United
night.
Knox Smith, former United States Mr. and Mrs. McKnelly Tuesday
each carried
tional congress of chambers or com- postal union and to all the states In
of
commissioner
corporations,
wasj5000 life insurance, payable to each
merce today by Prof. Irving Fisher, the Union.
nominated for governor of Connect!
other. In the event of the death of
Dr. Georg summarized his recom- of Yale University. His suggestion
cut by acclamation at the progressive both of them, and their
as
mendations
follows:
daughter, Otinof
the
in
was made
state convention. The state platform to McKnelly would get the
anticipation
1.
money.
fixed
rate
The
the
universal
by
ternational conference on the cost of
favors the direct primary in state afWhen the warrant was read to the
agreement for the carriage of
living recommended by President postal
fairs, presidential preferential
pri- young man last night he calmly subletters shall be reduced from 25
Taft.
mary, the initiative, referendum anl mitted to arrest and permitted him10 centimes, that is, to
to
centimes
"is
Prof.
Fisher,
"My plan," said
recall, woman suffrage and a work- self to be handcuffed. He corrected
similar to a suggestion of Governor the tariff rate for domestic postage.
man's compensation act.
the sheriff in pronouncing the name
This
tariff
rate
shall
be
collected
by
Woodrow Wilson that the weight of
Evansville, Ind., Sept. 26. "If Theo- of his s'ster, who was one of the
the gold dollar should be increased the20weight or fraction of the weight
dore Roosevelt's plan of handling the three persons murdered.
of
the extent of
trusts should be adopted," said Eug
enough to restore some of its lost the grams throughout
The crime was committed with a
postal union, the weight being calene V. VeW, socialist candidate for nigtol and a baseball bat. McKnellv's
purchasing power.
culated
metric
the
by
system.
"I have said that my proposal 1b
president, here last night, "the work- - clothes, found in a locker where he
2.
The states subscribing to the
ers in a mill, in the event of a strike, was employed, had blood spots on
virtually to increase the weight of Universal
postal agreement of 1906
would be put back to their jobs by them.
the gold dollar. But this increasing
which by virtue of item III of the final
soldiers.''
weight would not be added to the protocol"
of this agreement have rem
m
F
THEY NEED COIN.
coins themselves, but only to the bulTiiru naiir nmriurn
iaui
W
rviAV BE
mtl HAt KtlLIVtU AoollKANUto
lion out of which they are made. In tained the limits of weight and the
New
York,
Sept. 26 The demo- SNEED
UNIONS' AND BE-- i
AID FROM
OTHER
other words, the proposal Is to restore rates of the preceding postal agreecratic
$7YI,-00national
committee
needs
ON STAND
PUT
the ancient custom of a 'seigniorage' ment shall renounce this exceptional
to defray expenses the remainder
L1EVE THAT THEY WILL SECURE THEIR
BY DEFENSE
on gold coinage. At present there is practice.
ot the campaign.
Henry Morgan-thau- ,
3. An international
postage, the
DEMANDS
no seigniorage.
chairman
Coinage is free and
of
the
com
finance
the weight of a gold dollar Is as additional charge collected by the pos
mittee, so declared in a formal stateAmurillo, Texas, Sept. 20. The pos- tal service for the absence or insuffiHE TELLS PEOPLE AT MEMPHIS THAT ment issued today on his return from
great as the weight of the bullion
ONE
OF
ATTORNEYS
FOR
STANDARD
sibility that John Beal Sneed might
Bingham, Utah, Sept. 26. Hopes of
wnere lie organized a talte the ."stand in the habeas corpus
which the miner takes to the mint ciency of postage on articles of letrniiaaeipnia,
ter
fixed
at
shall
be
WHEN PANAMA CANAL IS FINISH- state finance
uniformly
OIL COMPANY
PROVES SO OB- the copper miners on strike here for
and for which he receives back a dol 5 mail,
committee. A contribu- hearing today brought a large crowd
centimes.
a speedy settlement are stronger to- tion of $10,000 from Samuel Unter- to the court room. Increased vigilar. He now takes 25.8 grains of gold
ED MACHINERY OUGHT
4.
TO
BE
HE
administration
'The
of
the
AcTO
JECTIONABLE
COMMISSION
at
than
'R
postal
time.
any
day
previous
hnllinn tn thfl mint tn Rennre ft 2S
meyer was received by'Mr. Morgan-tha- lance was , noticeable on the part ot
to the ... universal
' .cording to
hey are pin- USED
today.
TO
BUILD
grain gold dollar... The coined dolta48tMlon?i.,!g
officers charged with examining for
MISSISSIPPI
WITHDRAW
TO
COMPELLED
IS
will
to
the addresses
deliver
union
ning their faith, on proving them-Springfield, Mass., Sept. 26 "Big weapons those who sought entrance
weighs the same as the uncoined or all sealed letters which come to them
in
so
selves
of
command
completely
on
LEVEES.
business
a
a
I
use
such
'bullion dollar,' if
may
great scale is inevitable to the court.
situation that the operators will
and desirable but it Is a different mat
term. My proposal is to increase the from abroad, even when the exterior
New York, N. Y., Sept. 26. Resent- the
The possibility of calling Sneed to
of these letters does not conform to
to
be
terms.
forced
J.
This
ter from the development of trusts. the
morning
weight of the bullion dollar; that is, the
of
stand depended upon the neces- conduct"
the
"objectionable
of
ing
E.
the
country
postal regulations
Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 26. Colonel said Governor Wilson in a speech to ,
Fredericks, representing the railto require 26 or 27 or 28 grains of
,
of destination.
Robert W. Stewart, counsel for the way switchmen of America, arrived Theodore Roosevelt advocated federal n, wife tiuttu ueit;
gold bullion to be taken to the mint
luuuy.
Sneed
shot Al. G. Boyce, Jr., on
that
;
5.
The provision of article 55 of Standard Oil interests, in the
here with the announcement that his
"The trusts have not grown but
to secure a 25.8 grain gold dollar. The
control of levees, the moving of the
their
first
I
meeting.
Attorneys for the
the
universal
read
to
had
voted
postal agreement
have been
give active Panama
coined dollar would remain unchangOil litigation, Com- organization
by the dein an effort to defeat the issucanal plant into the Missis- liberate willmanufactured
of men more powerful state,
ed in weight (25.8 grains), but the that. samples of merchandise must missioner A. L. Jacobs, today ordered aid to the strikers. Heretofore the
switchmen have taken a neutral stand. sippi river valley after the canal's than their neighbors in the business ance of the habeas corpus cited aubullion required to secure the coined have no merchantable value shall be
thorities to support their contention
The The switchmen, it is claimed, will
case.
from
the
withdrawal
The
his
limit
for
of
repealed.
weight
completion, and the construction of world.
dollar the bullion dollar would be
that
unless the killing occurred on the
500
be
to
shall
raised
to
of
tie
railroad
up
grams. order was granted at the request
help greatly
"I deny Mr: Roosevelt's claim that
operaheavier. The difference in weight be- samples
flood reservoirs In an address to the
first meeting the law provided that
6.
For postal parcels, the limit of Samuel
tions if an attempt is made to break
trusts
the
are
inevitable."
the
for
counsel
tween the two would be the seigUntermeyer,
interstate levee convention here. "Both
the defendant must be held on a
shall be raised from 5 to 10
the strike.
regular republicans and the
Waters-Pierc- e
niorage. It would not be fixed once weight
Oil company, after Mr.
Afterward the colonel went to the
of murder in the first degree
of
charge
From
the
President
of
By
West
way
kilograms.
the
Moyer
exception,
said
Governor
irregular republicans,"
for all but would be continually adwithout bail.
stateB of the postal union whose do- Stewart had directed R. C. Viet, sec- ern Federation of Miners, J. C. Low- state fair grounds where he delivered Wilson,
"are
these
alupon
regular
as
dollar
so
the
to
give
justed
John Blanton was the first witness
mestic relations forbid the sending retary of the Standard Oil company. ney received a telegram today to the a. brlef Political address to a large au points that neither of them fails to
ways a fixed purchasing power. As of
dience.
He testified that he had been
5 kilograms. ot New York, the first witness today, effect that 'the miners in
today.
over
of
of
Nevada
to
them
postal
parcels
the
propose
evils
remedy
the coined dollar would be interconIn his speech here, the former presi- of the mpropose to
to guard Sneed's children
and would give any aid desired by the
a
answer
to
certain
not
employed
maintain
this
limit
of
may
question
the
evils
weight.
remedy
vertible with the bullion dollar, the
7.
The universal postal agreement not to "be afraid" of Mr. Untermeyer. Bingham union. Moyer is expected aent citing the disastrous floods last created by the trusts. They propose and offered corroborative testimony
two would always be equal in value.
spring as "an awful lesson" asserted a remedy that perpuates the dis- relative to the movements of the
"If Mr. Stewart cannot behave him- to return here in a few days.
The ultimate dollar would be as it shall impose on the states of the
Sneeds in the last few months.
deMr.
a
inai prospects or relief were no ease.
do
want
not
union
"We
reasonable
said
for
said
the
angrily,
Untermeyer,
self,"
period
trouble,"
now is a dollar of gold bullion but
to Mr. Lowney, "but we don't intend to brighter than they had been before.
acbe
not
been
"I
of
he
allowed
have
"I
will
ask
that
the
livery
postal
parcels,
varying
messages
reading
this dollar would no longer be of fix
to stand by and see the Utah Copper This, he said, was true "in spite of
hich Mr. Roosevelt sent to congress,
ed weight and variable value, but of cording to the country of destination appear as counsel as he is a party
the
that
in
fact
was
in
outside
will
no
resume
he
which
which
of
adminissession
the postal
adverted to this theory MUTINEERS IN
have
congress
the suit. We
bullying." company
operations without
fixed' value and variable weight.
for five months after the beginning of when legislation on this subject was
trations shall be responsible. "
Mr. Stewart retorted that Mr. Un-- ! granting our demands."
CHINA ARE SHOT
"The adjustment of the seignior8. The universal agreement
Efforts were resumed today by A. the last flood disaster, that the house, being considered.
shall termeyer's conduct throughout
the
debe
would
age
entirely automatic,
"In almost every instance, he said,
establish a special category of pos- case had been inexcusable and was L. Wilde, in charge of the strikers which originates appropriation bills,
By TROOPERS
pendent on an official index number tal parcels of a maximum weight of marked by
and still says, trusts have come about
and
bully- at Salt Lake City, to get a conference was in control of democrats,
mainly
of the price level. The system here 1 kilogram which, in consideration of
of
He added that the commis- with D. C. Jackling, general manager southern men, during all that time and through a natural development
Wu Chang, China, Sept .26. More
proposed is, so far as I know, the a special rate, shall be shipped by a ragging.
to make any rul of the Utah Copper company.
yet not one measure of permanent re- business conditions and that It Is a than 200 mutinous soldiers were sum- was
sioner
unwilling
Is
one
which
purely more rapid route.
proposed
only
lief or lasting help was enacted in mistake to try to oppose the process marily executed without the formality
Salt Lake City, Utah, Sept. 26.
ing not satisfactory to Untermeyer.
self acting. If the official index numby which they have been built up, and of a court martial by the loyal
The Swiss federal government has
"The movement toward a settlement your behalf."
has
court
manner
toward
the
"Your
troops
ber shows a rise of prices in any taken no action' on the
that
the only thing to do Is to accept commanded' by General Li Yuan Hang
seems
to
be
was
"As
as
all
that
the
of
comhabit
progressing,"
long
so
propositions
said
the
doing
been
objectionable,"
year, say one per cent, it would be formulated, said Dr. Georg, but these
"that I resent it. You have Governor William Spry would say af- things piecemeal, sometimes known them as inevitable arrangements and h, consequence of the outbreak that
mandatory for the mints to add one are presented with the assent of the missioner,
conference with A. as the states' rights doctrine stands make the best of it by regulation.
occurred among the soldiers encamp-arswe- r
to
conduct
failed
yourself as counsel ter an
cent
to
the seigniorage. Express- Swiss union of commerce and indusper
that that results from a con-!eL. Wilde, representing the Bingham in the way, nothing effective will be
beyond the walls of this city on
withso
I.
rule
that
shall
you
should,
ed the other way about, if gold loses
fusion of thought."
miners union, and Attorney General done," he continued.
The remainder of the mu- try and of the Swiss chamber of draw from the case."
Tuesday.
one per cent of its value, the mints commerce.
Barnes.
Mr.
Wilde
26.
tineers
fled
had
into the open country.
asked
President
Mass.,
the
and
more
we
"More
Sept.
to
reare
Beverly,
means
from
the room,"
"If that
growing
would pay one per cent less for it.
The mutineers were all cavalrymen
governor to call a meeting of the think nationally," he said. "More and Taft has sent a telegram to H. W. H.
Mr.
Stewart,
"you
defiantly,
plied
This would ten always to preserve
mine operators with the union lead- more we are growing to realize that Dearborn, chairman of the executive and numbered more than 2,000. They
will have to eject me by force."
a uniform purchasing power of the MORGAN WILL BE
ers. It is intimated that Governor many of our problems are by their committee of the Commercial Trav had annanged with the artillerymen
and
his
Mr.
Stewart
associates,
monetary unit. As soon as any deprefears such a call would be re- very nature such that they can be elers' sound money league, now in quartered inside the walls to join in
ASKED
WHAT
HE
nevertheless, withdrew from the room Spry
ciation occurred the increase of the
New York, expressing the the movement, but the gunners failde- garded by the operators as a request dealt with only as a whole and only session in
was
it
and
conference
a
for
finally
KNOWS OF FUNDS cided
seigniorage would operate to correct
to recognize the union. He is said by the exercise of the national opinion that business unrest will re- ed to keep their promise.
adthe
should
be
that
hearing
it. The present mint price is fixed;
n
to favor a meeting between the mine power."
sult if the democratic party is vicwas warned of the
General
until next Thursday, when; owners
17s, 10
it is
per ounce of
in
He permitted
mutineer's
torious
the
the
and
election.
The
their
D. C, Sept. 26. J. journed
instead.
plot.
coming
employes
Washington,'
FOUNDERS' DAY.
D.
N.
chief
the
counsel
for
fine
Kirby,
or
in
$18.60
gold
England
city gates to be opened as had been
telegram in part is as follows:
New
26.
was
The
York,
asked
Oil
in
here)
the
Pierpont
Sept.
is
due
Morgan
Standard
today
birthday.
by
case,
of
ounce
fine in the
gold
per
"The league has done so much good arranged by the conspirators and a
WILSON MEETS TAFT.
of Theodore Roosevelt will be celebraUnited States. The proposal is sim- telegraph to testify on September 30 from St. Louis. This agreement was
in the past that it is of the utmost im- body, of mutineers numbering
fifty,
26.
as
ted
Mass.,
Governor
"Founder's
of
Barre,
in
honor
Sept.
Day"
ply that instead of always paying the before the Clapp' committee of the reached with the understanding that Wilson announced here
be who were to seize important points,
today that the founding of the progressive party, portance inthat Its influence shouldcamMr. Stewart should take no further
same money price for gold, no mat- senate
were admitted and immediately shot
he probably would meet President by women in all parts of the country exerted
another, national
investigating campaign funds. part in the proceedings.
ter how much it appreciates or de-- ; Cornelius
in Boston tonight and pay his who are working In behalf of the new paign, on the issue of which largely down. The others, on hearing the
Taft
Mc- N.
Bliss,
Jr.,
Ormsby
repredates in purchasing power overj
respects. The governor will stay at party, according to an announcement depends, in my judgment, the continu- firing followed and severe fighting
goods, we shall pay exactly what it is Harg, C. C. Tegethoft and William
in the defeat of the mutineers.
sulted
era
the
of
of
great
- ance
prosperity,
hotel
the
where
will
President
headTaft
at
national
today
progressive
worth. There is no virtue fn a fixed Loeb, Jr., have been asked to follow. MARCONI IS
high wages, and good profits which is
be entertained
by the International quarters
mint price for gold, but there is vir-- 1 Mr. Morgan will be the first witness
'
BADLY INJURED
M. now just opening to the people of this
of
of
Chambers
United
Commerce.
States
Congress
Senator
Joseph
tue m a iixed puicuasmg power ot and Mr.
country. I ask the business men of ST SEUENTV WEBS
Loeb will be heard after Col-ne- l
IN AUTO WRECK
money.
this
country what encouragement they
GIRL HE KNEW WHEN
Roosevelt on October 4.
"The great fall of prices ending in
will find and .what new investment
SEND
IN
YOUR
DOLLAR.
New York, Sept. 26. J. Pierpont
1896 was often referred to as an apSHE WAS BABE
feel like making if they arise
Spezia, Italy, Sept. 26. William
Pro- they
are no corporations
the
preciation of gold, just as the rise Morgan will be unable to testify be- Marconi, the inventor of wireless
from their beds on the sixth day of
of prices since 1896 is often referred fore the Clapp committee on Septem- telegraphy, passed a restless night as
November next and learn that the
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 26. After
must
upon
to as a depreciation of gold. In other ber 30. He has received the tele- a result of injuries Buffered by him gressive
democratic party will after the fourth waiting 19 years for the little girl ho
the
from
the
the
the
file
for
of
graphic
its
dollar,
committee, in an automobile accident yesterday
pound sterling,
words,
request
of March, 1913,"16 in absolute con- had "dandled" on his knee to grow
people
the franc, the mark and all other but it was learned authoritatively near Borghetto.
trol of the executive, the senate and up. John G. Driver, aged . 70, sped
asks
all
in
contributions
here
you
today that the date selected conmonetary units in gold were increasthe house ot representatives? No one across the continent to wed Miss
He complained of pains from a
He slight wound in the head, while the
Bronsori M.
in
ing in purchasing power before 1896 flicts with other engagements.
care
can affirm the extent ot the changes Naomi Tarwater and today is taking,
Fe,
and since 1896 have been decreasing. will, however, it was said, be glad to Injury of his right eye and many
that would be effected in our eco- her back, a bride, to his home in
Bank. You will receive a re- nomic
Capital
In both cases the purchasing power appear before the committee later in other bruises caused considerable
Mo.
system .by such a result exthe
week.
varied.
is only
If
much
dollar
will
Mrs. Marconi, who was
it
in the
is reputed to be a millionaire
irritation.
what
has
Driver
from
cept
happened
ceipt.
Late today Chairman Clapp received not
"This continual variation in the real
re- and his bride, whom he has known
in the collision sat up nursbe
then
tariff
would
The
hurt
past.
In
the
the
success
value of the dollar is the bane of a telegram from'j. Pierpont Morgan, ing her husband through the night.
as since she was a baby, said he had
vised on democratic
business. It is one of the sources saying the financier could appear becontribu- shown by the democraticprinciples
would
dollar
bills of the promised to build for her the finest
Victor "Emmanuel, will, it is
one
King
fore
dethe
on
commission
October 4 or said, visit Marconi today. Further
to booms, crises, contractions and
de- last two sessions of the congress and mansion in the Missouri town.
the masses of
people
pressions by which modern business 5, inasmuch as other; engagements details of the accident show that Mr.
our whole economic system changed.
"Why shouldn't I marry her," demen are perpetually vexed. Unfortu- made his attendance on September 30 Marconi was driving and that the aucline
from
sources
Prosperity would be. halted, business manded Mr. Driver. "I dandled her
Colonel Roosevelt is to tomobile with which his car collided
would be Impaired and the deman i on my knee and have waited a long
nately, as yet, the rank and file of impossible.
to
business men do not realize the close be heard on October 4, according to was practically wrecked by the
parties.
marked fall- time." Driver's wife died four years,
for labor would show
connection between the cycles of present plans.
COMMITTEE. ing oft.
ago.
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The Little Store

COMMISSIONERS
WILL MEET AT
ALBUQUERQUE

Again Reminds You of the Superior
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Quality and Large Variety of

"Soltaire" fioods. Always the Leader
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1

Southern Corner Plaza,
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CASH

PURCHASES.
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Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Sole Agents For
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Lumber and Coal Yard

baking
It leavens the B

J

throughout; puffs
it up to airy light- ness, makes it dc- - J
lightfully appetiz- - q
ing and wholesome. Jl

Calu- - S
met is moderate in B

price

highest in

quality.
your

fAsk

Dawson Coal

PORTLAND CEMENT

El Toro

a
better." 1

Remember,

J
Iola

is the

food evenly

I

J

I

R.

-

grocer fur
Don't take a

substitute.
RECEIVED
HIOHEST AWARDS.
World'. Pur Pood exposition.
Chicaso. IMInolo, Pari Lxpoaltlon,
Franc MarsA, 91c.

All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
ifard 333 liickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

Phone, Red 100

100

(jUJJMEf

Phone, Red 100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

eal

WHOLESALE

Wood

AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

THE STAR BARN

You don't save money uhtn sou lay
cheap or big-ca- n
taking powder. Don't
te misled. Buy Calumet It's more
economical
more wholesome
gives
results. Calumet is far superior to
sour milk and soda.

tat

Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

S

LIVERY

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

POLITICS AND
PERSONALS FROM
ESTANCIA VALLEY

139

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fradsco St,

3

m

rieNd

ant mothers rvhlch contains much
valuable information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., AtluU.

A Money andFuel Saver

Holds Fire for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

four

JVL'Kt

Selection

while our stock is
plete in a sizes.

com-

We

take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantagsstobehad
will

Purchasing a

in

Coles.

BUY A COLES HEATER
AND

FOR HARD COAL

Miea doors

are extra large fitted

YOU'LL BE GLAD

In re-

cessed grooves, perfect St.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Radiant".

HARDWARE COMPANY.

WOOD DAVIS
--

Phone

FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original dnnn rfraft. Thfs is tllR
stove for the home, the office and nil
Dublin nlaces. It requires utile or no
attention and is known to be th most
servicable and economical ot all stoves.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

Phone

14.

to.

f

:

WHEN

YOU CAN

GET THE

:

?

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda.
Special Hijch Ball Ginger Ale
to your house.

Leave orders

Patronize home industry.

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

LIGH
THESE PAYS OF MODERN

METH-

IN ODS,

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

POW

NATIONAL

Noel Brazelton was in town Tuesday and had a copy of the Ulster
County Gazette that was published
at Kingston, N. Y., Saturday, January 4, 1800 by Samuel Freer and
Son.
It describes the funeral service of President Washington in sad
and reverent terms. It calls him
Washington, the great, the father of
his country and a friend of mankind.
The paper advertises a negro wench
for sale at Rochester, New York; a
sheriff sale and business houses of
almost all kinds. A Mr. Van Steen-berforbids all persons whatsoever
from harboring or keeping his wife or
trusting her on his account as he is
determined to pay no more debts of
her contraction. The paper does not
show much difference in the make-u- p
of the people of that day with those
ot today.
The paper is an heirloom of the
family, as a Mr. Bernard, a great
grandfather of Mrs. Noel Brazelton,
was a subscriber of the paper at the
time of its publication. Taos Valley
News.
1

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

LiLllUlMMA

$55.90

BANK

OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the Bystem,
Testimonials . sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for cop- t.ipation.

S. C. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
A

Number tof

N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad'n'ght' Estimates and full Information cheeerfully given.

ally,

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Thoroughbred Cockerels
For tale at

$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS ONE
,

YEAR OLD

$3.00 to $5.00

Charles

A.

PHONE

Wlieelon
204

J

Rooms With Bath, . . . . $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor
Will clean, press repair

or alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
and Gents' Custom

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
dav. Try cne of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room witn batn..

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of tne Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Leopol-d- o
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on May 27, 1907, made Home-stead- y
SW
Entry No. 11519 for N
SW 4
NE
NW
SE
Section 34. Township 15 N Range 9
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of Intention to make
proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,

U S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 15th day ot October,
1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Agustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
all ot Galisteo, N. M.
.

MANUEL

1-- 2

101

Washington Avenue.

n

T-v- as,

A.

Why Import Mineral Water

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS

$46.90

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

tf-"-

g

-

The Original and Only Absolutely

Cloudcroft, X. M. G. A. Breckheim- ei went to HI Paso Monday. He was FLORAL PARADE
accompanied by his two nieces who
A FEAAURE AT
have been visiting him this summer
from Marshall, Texas. They will go
STATE FAIR
from El Paso to Marshall, Tuesday.
J. A. Krakauer and family left for
Albuquerque, N. M Sept. 26. One
their home in El Paso Monday. They
have spent the entire summer season4?f the mo8t beautiful features of the
state falrs of former years when there
in Cloudcroft.
haa
Deen sufficient time and effort
to
J. W. Levy and wife returned
El Paso on Monday's train. Mr. and spent upon it to make it worth while,
he floral automobile parade. 1h
Mrs. Levy have occupied one of the
event
of this nature which is to be Delivered
summer
the
Payne cottages during
held at the state fair this year is one
season.
Mr. U m. Breck and family were which will be well worthy of comparpassengers on the train Monday re- ison with the best that former years
turning to El Paso. They have clos- have turned out. It will be well
ed their summer cottage.
worthy of comparison with similar
Mrs. John A. Rice and the children events held in much larger places
returned to El Paso Monday. They upon occasirns of a far grander scale.
have been spending the summer in
Committp' s have been appointed
on this event and are already hard at
Cloudcroft.
E. M. Bray, a member of the Cloud- work. Results are satisfactory to date
croft directory and well known busi- and many interesting and beautiful
ness man of El Paso, was one' of displays ar expected for the parade.
those returning to El' Paso Monday.
An illum'nated evening auto parade
Mrs. E. M. Bray and Mr. Bray's mother is another feature which will be of
Mrs. Emma Bray, and Mr. William wide inter st and which will attract
Leavitt, who have been visiting Mr. many to the city alone. This feature
and Mrs. E. M. Bray for several days, has not yet been thoroughly worked
will not return to El Paso until next t'up, but
energetic committees of the
week.
fair association are in charge of it and
G. G. Wofford is a Cloudcroft visit- something nf real
beauty and merit is
or.
sure to be the result.
A. J. Sewell was in the city today
on business.
KIDS PLAY HOUSE.
Howard Beacham of "Jones ranch,"
in
Cloudcroft
and Mr. Brady were
S. D. Shasteen has (or had) two of
Monday on business.
the finest, biggest pumpkins ever
Mr.- - Colby and family have returned
in this part of the state, and
to El Paso after spending the summer raised
which he fondly hoped to exhibit at
here.
the state fair. Imagine his feelings
M. hi. Morgan, representing the .Tas.
when, on his return home the other
A. Dick Co. of El Paso, who is well
day, he found the kiddies had chopknown in Cloudcroft, was a Monday ped a door in one and were using it
visitor here.
for a play house. Ft. Sumner
Dr. T. A. Haxby left Monday for a
business trip to Alamogordo. He was
accompanied oy Mrs. Haxby.
HOW'S THIS?
Thos. F. Keich, formerly of the We offer One Hundred Dollars ReCloudcroft Amusement company, left ward for any case of Catarrh that canfor Alamogordo Monday on business. not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
W. W. Hughes has moved his family
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
to Cloudcroft for the winter months.
We, the undersigned, have known
F". J. Cheney for the last 15
They have the Covington cottage.
years, and
Thos. F. Kelch and family will re- believe him perfectly honorable in all
turn to El Paso the end of the week. business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations
NEWS AWAY BACK.
wade by his firm.

Congressman H. B. Fergusson spoke
at Moriarty Tuesday afternoon to a
representative audience o good numSANTA FE, N. M.
bers. This being the season when the
farmers are at the very busiest there
were fewer of them present than might
have been, but as just stated, the auwas a good one. The congressSTAGE LINE dience
W00DY
man made an informal talk and had
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
his audience with him from the start.
From
La Salle Restaurant
He made complimentary reference to
BARRANCA TO TAOS
both his opponents as beinb able,
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
Meets Both North
South honest and capable gentlemen, but
he said that while Mr. Jaffa was his
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
personal friend, he could not approve
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot his
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
position with the old machine rethe north bound train and arrives at publican crowd who nominated Jaffa
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 60c.
not because they wanted to give him
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other the position but because they needed
covered- hacks and good him in their business and needed him
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 way. Good
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams badly.
frencn Noodle Order 10c a dtsn,
furnished commercial men to take In
He outlined his policy in the house
Maw York Chop Sue? 60c the
surrounding towns. Wlro Rnbiido on the 640 acre homestead, the forty
acre well tract and the arid land grazing bill and was heartily applauded
on these points. He highly complimented the progressives in both senate and house on their good work and
30,000 VOICES.
seemed to think that the progressives
and the democrats were aiming at
practically the same end. He also And Many Are the Voices of Santa
Fe People.
gave the highest praise to the nerve
and courage of the New Mexico proThirty thousand (voices What a
gressives for the stand they took last grand chorus! And that's the numfall in the election and the result ber of American men and women who
they accomplished, which was the el are publicly praising Doan's Kidney
ection of McDonald and a large part Fills for relief from backache, kidney
f the state ticket.
and bladder ills. They say it to
On Sale Daily, Until
Mr. Fergusson came to Estancla friends. They tell it in the home pa
Tuesday evening by automobile and pers. Santa Fe people are in this
Sept. 30, 1912.
spoke at the court house here at two chorus. Here's a Santa Fe case.
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St.,
o'clock Wednesday afttrnoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jennings will Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splenIN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
I obtained1 from Doan's
entertain the Hon. H. B. Fergusson did results
Pills
several years ago has
Kidney
at luncheon Wednesday.
CHICAGO,
$50.35 BOSTON, $85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
been permanent and for that reason,
Governor McDonald was a north my confidence in them has increased.
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS, $44.35 SI. PAIL,
$50.35
bound passenger on the New Mexico I suffered from a dull,
heavy ache in
Central Wednesday.
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
the small of my back and was subject
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. VanStone enter to headaches and dizzy spells. I al
WITH THE
tained Congressman Fergusson at din- ways felt tired; had no ambition and
ner Wednesday.
was in poor health when I procured
All the stores in town were closed Doan's Kidney Piiils. It did not take
from two to four hours yesterday in long to cure me and from that day to
TAI IPADNIA Coin; via EI Paso and Southern Pacific and returninf honor of Congressman Fergusson.
this, I have been free from kidney
'
,'same route, or via A., T. & S. F.
Hon. George W. Armijo was a south complaint. I willingly confirm the
bound passenger on the Central Tues- public statement I gave in January,
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
day on his way to Progresso. He was 1907, telling of my experience with
met at the station by Progressive Ooan's Kidney Pills."
Pric 50
For sale by all dealers.
Slate Committeemen Meyer and San
For further information address Eugene Fox, Gen'l PasCo., Buffalo,
chez and the local political situation cents. Foster-Milburor
was thoroughly gone over. Mr. Ar-- . New York, sole agents for the United
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso.
is well- known about Progresso States.
mijo
H. A. COOMER, General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, N. M
Remember the name Doan's and
through his uncle, the late J. Fran
cisco Chavez.
take no other.
Phone Main

No young woman, in the Joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she Is to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely updn the care
she bestows upon herself during the
Mother's Friend
waiting months.
prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and Its use
makes her comfortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, Involved,
and keeping the breasts In good condition, brings the woman to the crisia
in splendid physical condition. The
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
strong whe'o the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
given a you"? expectant mother than
that she tws Mother's Friend; it is a
has proven its value
medicine t
in thousands of
cases.
Mother's
OTHER'S
Friend Is so.d at

stores.
drug
Write for free

1912.

26,

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

MOTHE

At a meeting of the chairmen of
boards of county commissioners held
at the close of the recent convention
ol county officers in the city of Albuquerque, the undersigned was appointed temporary president of the General
Association of County Commissioners
ot the State of New Mexico, and authorized and empowered. to choose the
time and place of the hrst meeting of
the association, and to call the same
together.
Accordingly a call is hereby issued
for the General Association of Couny
Commissioners of the State of New
Mexico to convene in the city of Albuquerque, during the state fair, in
the same place where the New Mexico Good Roads association shall meet,
immediately at the close of the first
session of that body, when it shall be
decided by the
association itself
where and at what hours further
meetings may be held.
HARVEY M. SHIELDS,
(Signed)
Chairman Board of County Commissioners Colfax County, Temporary
President.

CLOUDCROFT
PERSONALS

S that"i)iakeslhe

packages

Young

book for expect-

baking powder

All kinds of flowers,

Thursday, Sept.

Phone Black 223.

Qoods Called for

and Delivered.

1-- 4

1--

R. OTERO,

Rer'rtf

1--

8ubtcrrbe

for the Santa Fe

Mexican, the paper 'hat brats
of the time and works for the

building cf our new

Stat.

N
.

uy

Thursday,

26,

Sept.

1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

THE WATER COMPANY

1
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mand, 19 years old, and Harry JaeobyJ
20 VPflrti nhl wcro tnrinv found irniltvi

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

of murdering John Engle, a South
Side saloon owner. The jury fixed
punishment at IS years in prison for

.

HREC

Save Your Orders

MASCAMC.

FOR

Montezuma Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communl-- j
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic Hall at

RHODES

at

The Novelty Shop,

For Fruit Ladders, Step Ladf additional con
deavor to remedy
Nadolski, 1,1 years for Bromand and
struction involving thousands and 25 yenrs for Jacoby. The state had
ders, Common Ladders, Iron
thousands of dollars is necessary we demanded the death penalty.
ingUpholstering,
do not believe that, a reasoning busiand all
Furniture
Repairing
ness mind will suy that the present
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Gu., lias used
7:30.
Kinds of Repair Work.
size of Santa Fe would justify it. An Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
ALAN' It. McCOKD, W. M.
irresponsible person might suggest years, and says she always recom- CI IAS. K LINNEY, Secretary.
104Galisteo
such. Might such a person not ns well mends it to her friends. "It never
157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M
Telephone
merto
one of our dry goods
suggest
falls to cure our coughs and colds
Santa Fe Chapter No
Ail work guaranteed first class.
archaic granite. Its purity is due to the chants the establishment of a Mar- and prevents croup. We have five
1. R. A. M.
Regular!
fact that there is little meadow land shall Field concern in Santa Fe? children and always give them Foley's
DOESN'T that sound as if it ought to be the most fyK
second
convocation
which is generally composed of the Fe?
durable roofing ever known? And it is. If it were
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
Monday of each month
silt from rotting vegetation and the
at Masonic Hall at
Getting aU illumination. A great and they are all soon well. We would
practical to cover your roofs with sheet steel you
7:30 u. m.
accumulation of years of vegetable many persons have serious mental not be without it in our house." For
wouldn't have a longer lasting, a tougher or a better
wash. The fact that there is only one and other nervous troubles for which sale by all druggists.
,
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
weather resister than PEERLESS ROOFING.
human habitation on the stream, and the general public have more or less
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
H. P.
And the best of it is you begin saving money the mothat a government habitation, put on to stand, but when a reservoir is fenc-eSeer
tary.
ment you buy it. It's cheaper than the old style roofthe stream for the purpose of conservand patrolled and every precaution GENERAL MENA
ings and it is so easy to lay that one of your children
effect
is
and
the
and when such a thing as a
the
taken
Santa Fe Comruandery
areas,
ing
grazing
TO BE EXILED
could do the job. It makes your roofs look neat and
of which is to keep the water pure for dead animal in the reservoir, and
No. 1, K. T. Regular
it
from
attractive;
IN PANAMA
protects your buildings
fire, and it
reason that it is an effective polic- which has not happened since the
the
conclave fourth Mon- is a positive proot ..against the
in each month at
ing of the acres from which the wa- writer has been in this city, should
day
severest assault ot the sun, wind,
ter is drawn.
Masonic Hall at 7:30; "AH Go :ds at Right
the attendant would be on imWashington, I). C, Sept. 20. Genhappen
rain
or snow. Architects all Mw.ioasQ.nf' $
tiW, K)S SQ.FT.
eral Mena, leader of the Nicaraguan
P. m.
The above preamble sets out, in a mediate notice.
over the country are recomAMERICAN
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
AMERICAN
I;
small way, such facts as bring one to
No attempt has lieen made at this revolutionists is to be sent to Panama
15 THE MOTTO OF
PEERLESS mending PEERLESS as super-io- r PEERLESS
the WHY is the water supply, at this time to go into the effect of a meter under guard of American sailors and ;w. e GRIFFIN, Recorder.
to all other roofings. Come
time, not all that it might be.
system. The work quoted above marines. American Minister Weitzel
in and let us show you a sample.
Santa F Lodge of PerThe population of the city of Santa shows that the lowest rate in the reported to the state department tofection No. 1, 14th deyou buy, you '11 always thank us
Fe was set out by the 1910 census as United States for domestic or manu- day that Head Admiral Southerland
gree. Ancient and AcAuk for Free Booklet dcmcrlblng
50C2, a small city as cities go. The facturing water is 4c per thousand had accepted the surrender of Mena
AKCOTILK Oruauiautal Boofln.
cepted Scottish Rite of
Santa Fe Water & Light company, on gallons, which on summer use in and 700 followers at midnight, SepFree Masonry meets on
account of topographic conditions has Santa Fe is equal to nearly $200 per tember 21. His capture is taken to inthe third Monday of each month at
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL.
been forced to make an outlay vastly day or $6000 per month. The wildest dicate the collapse of the revolution
ROOFING
ROOFING
in the evening in MasonCUARAMTEEO
In excess of the outlay generally made hope or dream of the Santa Fe Water and his removal to Panama probably 7:30 o'clock
ic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting 309
MtWtWOTntf
Francisco
in towns of this size and operating & Light company lias never placed means exile.
AMERICAN ROOFINCCOj
MR1CANKOOFINCC0.
SANTA FE,
Scottish Bite Masons are cordially in; MHWCtTY H
Officials
conditions are therefore harder on that figure as a possibility.
ICAHSAlCffy
here
believed
General
to
vited
attend.
Sraurk
chin.
9 .Stand omeno.
Mena requested that he be permitted
that account. Long lines of pipe and
Respectfully.
NEW MEXICO.
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
to surrender to Admiral Southerland
a much larger reservoir is necessary
FRANK OWEN.
Venerable Master.
to meet these conditions. When this
for fear of summary execution at the
Roswell,N.M.
hands of the Nicaragua federals, and
fact is drawn to the mind of a think-- !
COTTON REPORT.
B. P. O. E.
ing person, and to others of an anar-- ,
Washington, D. (. Sept. 26. The the admiral doubtless thought it ad- Santa Fe LodgeNo.
chistic temperament it is only nec-- census bureau report of the supply visaote to get the rebel out of the l'I
Pecos Valley
400, B. P. O. E.,
cotto
a
as
damn
of
soon
distribution
for
and
cotton
of
the
as
essary
country
any
corporation
possible.
holds its regular
31.
Granada is now completely under
kind, it sets them to thinking of the ton year which ended
August
session on the sec
FAIR & PRODUCT
great menaces to these large instal-- ' shows the total supply to have been control of United States forces. Conond
and fourth
lations. Amongst which menaces not 17,073,294 running bales; glnlngs,
ditions are reported pitiful in the exWednesday of each
least is the precipitous character 008,987; net imports, 229,270; Con treme. The inhabitants face famine
month. V I s i t ing
or tne country above reservoirs con-- ! Bumptlon, 5,dbi,(iii; in cotton grow- in consequence of their long isolation.
brothers are invitOct. 1st to 4th, 1912
structed in the mountains. To fill a ing state, 2,712,022; in all other states, Red Cross provisions have been dised and welcome.
tributed
is
reservoir
with
it
to
stocks
take 2,655,049; exports, 10,081,758;
the greatest haste.
large
necessary
track to continue:
FRANK T BLAND Y,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25, 1912.
It is not thought that General Zele-doWe saw the water running as "ob some of the flood waters. This fori held, 1,623,805; by manufacturers in
Exalted Ruler,
"Observer's" opinion concerning the
the reason that the normal flow of the cotton states,
and his forces will attempt to
in all other
a
in
server"
but
did,
For the round trip from Santa Fe M M.
temperance
yard
P: M. A. LIENAU,
waof
use
prodigal and indiscriminate,
(?) yea, even a prohibitionist's (?) SantaFe, river is the smallest of the states, 029,589; in independent ware- - hold out now that the head of the revSecretary.
une rirsc class fare tor tne round
ter here in the Ancient City, as ap- and now,
streams
lying on the west slope of the' houses in cotton states, 445,555; in all olution has given up.
the people who "look upon
trip from all points In New Mex
peared in last night's columns, meets wine when it is red," or beer, must Sangre de Cristo range from this point other states, 10S.925: held elsewhere,
Santa
ico to Roawell and return,
Fe Camp:
with our unqualified approval. We drink the "mocker" oftener to keep to the Colorado line, with the prob- 198,002. Native cotton spindles,
M. W.
Dates of sale, Sept. 29, 30, Oct
13514,
A.j
able
water
think with "observer" that their
in cotton states, 11,585,839; THREE ARE KILLED
the typhoid germs (?) out of his sysexception of the Tesuque river,
meets second Tues-- ;
I and 2.
Return limit October 7,
IN A TRAIN WRECK.
rights should be curtailed and that tem. As "necessity is the mother of while it is a fact that the only large in other states, S,72G,S91.
day each month, so- 1912,
water
on
to
settlement
should
be
the
of
rivers
The
feature
census
the
bureau's
so
invention"
excuse
compelled
they
and
another
mentioned,
cial meeting third II
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 20. Three
with "judgment" only for the re- who shall say it is not partly justif- aside from TaoS", much smaller than report issued today on the supply and
s. LL'TZ, Aent Santa Fe, N. M
at Fire- Tuesday
this
commainder of the year, and to be
city, is Santa Fe. The flow of the destribution of cotton for the cotton men were killed and Beveral injured
ied has been created.
")
man's Hall. Visit-- !
pelled to drink for another year, wacollision between a northSecond and sober think N. B. These ?anta Fe river is ample for towns of year, 1912, which ended August 31, in a head-oter that might do duty for fertilizing expressions of malcontent have been 5000. This statement is set out with was the indication of the south's bound Kansas City Southern pas Ing neignbors welcome.
such as we, the harmless and inno- written over an excellent cup of cof- the belief that it is ample for a town growth in cotton spinning industry. senger train and a switch engine on CHAS A.
RISING, Clerk.
cent are compelled to drink now. Why fee on our boy's school tablet as a sort of 25,000 where water is properly The amount of cotton used there, was the eastern outskirts of Kansas City
we had to leave our office and buy a of a vent to our feelings over the UBetl and in the words "properly used" for the first time in the history of the today.
F. W. FARMER
o.uarte"'s worth of fruit to take the
All three were switchmen of Kan- "
burden and the citi- hangs the tale. For years the resi- industry, greater than that used in
Is the name of the big fifteen thouNo.
Homestead
taste out of our mouth yestjerday; zen's brief. If it by design or acci- dents of Santa Fe have had their pride all other states in any year, and the sas City. They stood on the foot
sand dollar serial story which will ap2879,
Brother
fruit that is bought at a cent and a dent gets into "ye editor's sanctum" in the town invoked, have had their number of active spindles operated in hoard of the switch engine when the
hood of Amen pear in The Weekly Kansas City Star
half a pound to sell for ten "three for forgive the temerity and overlook the future welfare invoked, have had creased almost half a million over the locomotives collided The engineer
Mion. for the newspaper
can Yoemen.
rights ot
a quarter" we might mention in quality (?) of the paper, and remem- their actual necessities invoked at all numDer operated lasi year.
and firemen of the switch engine were
Meets first Iti which the author received $15,000.
times turning a more or less deaf ear
parenthesis. Talk about progress and ber our sin against us no more.
slightly bruised. The passenger train
day of the The story, pronounced the greatest
to everything of this kind that meant! MURDERERS ARE
was an
municipal rights! But we are off the
SECOND OBSERVER.
suburban train from
month at the' this popular novelist has written, will
for the future of themselves and the
No passengers were
ALL FOUND GUILTY, Independence.
Firemen's Hall, not be published as a book until it
town. An unfair mind would say that
23. Benjamin in injured. A misunderstanding of orH. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
Chicago, 111., Sept.
has run serially in this newspaper.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
e
Antoine Deloria, Postmaster at Gar- the appeal meant an appeal for the Nadolski, 17 years old, Thomas
ders caused the collision.
Cor. Sec David Gonzales.
The theme is the Italian Mafia, and
Department of the Interior,
and selfish benefit of the water
den, Mich., knows the exact facts
that sinister background the
against
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
when he speaks of the curative value company, but we feel sure that think
author has thrown the softer colors of
ODD FELLOWS,
19A2.
Aug. 22,
of Foley Kidney Pills.
He says: ing people will take no such narrow
No. 2, I. O. O. F.' a" absorbing and fascinating love
Notice is hereby given that Joso P
own experience I recom view as the figures set out below
"From
my
Santa Fe Lodg story. The story, while tragic in tone.
Gonzales of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
mend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great would prove to an unbiased mind that
meets
regularly has the humor, sprightliness and ac
April 1, 1907, made homestead entry
to
construct larger reservoirs, vast
for kidney trouble. My fathcharacterized his
uursoay evening at 8 o'cloci tion that have
No. 109661-0407for NE
Section remedy
m uaa Fellows Hall.
er was cured of kidney disease and pipe systems, etc., etc., would not do
successes.
brothprevious
Visiting
19
3b, Township
North, Range 10 East, a
ers always welcoma
good many of my neighbors were more than to invite a carnival of
"The Net" will be continued in libNew Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed
as
such
be
would
waste,
ridiculous.
cured
Pills."
by
For
Foley
Kidney
eral
installments each week, with fifnotice of intention to make five-yeThe normal use of water in the cities
sale by all druggists.
FRATERNAL
UNION
teen
OF
to
to
claim
land
establish
the
AMERICA.
powerful illustrations by Howard
proof
of the United States as compiled by
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular Giles. The subscription price of The
above described, before Register or
Mr. Gwin, partially under the direction
meeting on the first Thursday ot each Weekly Kansas City Star is 25 cents a
Society Stationery Tne New srexv of Mr. W.
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Bayard Cutting, who gave
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. year.
Fe, New Mexico, on the 17th day of nan Printing Company nave on hand water
supply a great deal of earnest
and can make up promptly the latest
Visiting brothers are invited and welSubscribe now and avoid missing a
October, 1912.
come.
forms in society stationery. The new thought and who gave the undersignJ. A. RAEL, F. M.
copy.
Claimant names as witnesses:
ed
a
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary
great deal of counsel along these
Address
Francisco size correspondence cards, etc. Or- lines as well as
Eucamacion Gonzales,
furnishing the data
ders taken for engraved and em
THE WEEKLY KANSAS CITY STAR
Rafael
M.
and
Dominguez
Dominguez,
herewith
69
is
given,
gallons per day
bossed work. Several lines to make
Kansas City, Mo.
Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
or a total for Santa Fe of 349,278 gal
ur selection from.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
lons. This contemplates the average
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register.
A want Ad. in the New Mexican conditions of lawn sprinkling, small
'
averin
etc., etc.,
the
j
Latest sporting news In the Santa sees more people in one day than you manufactures,
Department of the Interior,
In Santa Fe there is a con
town.
age
can
see in a month. Try one.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
Fe New Mexican. Read it.
dition as to irrigation not covered in
New Mexico, Sept. 20, 1912.
the average town but we will come to
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
that. The average winter use of water
CONVENTION
Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
is so close to average practice that it
on
August 26, 1907, made Homestead
0 bears out the investigation of "normal
for Lots
application. No.
use." The Santa Fe Water & Light
1 and 2, Section 0 and Lot 4, Section
company has on its books a total of
18
Range 12 E., N. M.
1912 E,P. Township 1G N.'.filed
90.04 ivcres of lawns, gardens, etc.,
notice of intenhas
Meridian,
etc., under irrigation.
During the
r
tion to make
$60.00
proof, to estabhot dry months they have often furDirect Routes, via Denver and Salt lish claim to the land above described,
nished water in excess of 4,750,000 galbefore Register and Receiver, U. S.
Lake.
Most Children do like
lons in 24 hours to Santa Fe, or the
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
enormous per capita of 938 gallons.
$76.50
on the 8th day of November, 1912.
What is the result?
Going one way via Denver, the
as witnesses:!
Claimant names
The normal flow of the Santa Fe
other way via California.
Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-tin- o
river is, approximately, three second
Dates of Sale Oct. 12, 14, 15. . ReRivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
turn limit Nov. 15th, 1912.
feet or 1,944,000 gallons per day. At
recos, New Mexico.
d
times the river flows
less
H. S. LUTZ, Afent.
MANUEL R. OTER,
Santa Fe, N. M.
than the above but not, with one or
New
Food
Register.
Drink.
two exceptions in- the writer's knowledge during the summer months, but
But the big fact is that Children as well as adults can
this is true during the dead of winter
months when the stream is frozen.
drink Instant Postum with fullest benefit.
This normal flow is equal to 384
Little folks are usually denied coffee "because it hurts
gallons per capita or a reasonable per
capita of C9 gallons for a city of
them."
inhabitants.
The water necessary
to maintain
When Instant Postum is the beverage its delicious,
pressure in the city mains must be
flavour pleases all the family, yet no
mild, Java-lik- e
turned in as there can be no guess as
to when lire pressure is needed and
harm can result to young or old, for Instant Postum,
when the normal flow of the river is
rich as it is in taste, is made only of choice wheat and a
not sufficient the remainder is drawn
from a deep reservoir, so deep that
small per cent of molasses pure and free from the cofthe lower waters do not get aeration
fee drug, "caffeine."
and oxygen acts on the gases formed
(Scenic Line of the World)
much as Are does on wood, burning up
bad tiasee. When such extraordinary
HAVE YOUR SUIT MADE BY
anil unreasonable draughts are inad,
VERY LOW . ONE-WA- Y
FARES FROM DENto put reservoir WiUur
it is i
in
ul
of
a
and
a
hot
add
Stir
water,
cup
teaspoonf
sugar
&
VER
RIO
STATIONS TO
is
in
GRANDE
mains.
the
That
all
there
to
is
THE CAPITAL TAILOR and
cream to taste, and a perfect cup of Postum is ready
it and it is not a question for evasion.
It is not a theory that a company is
instantly.
don't waste money on unsatcalled upon to face but a fact and the
Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
hot air given around on street corners
Grocers sell Instant Postum in tins
Nevada, Oregon and Washington Points
by men or persons who do not think
isfactory clothes.
containing sufficient to make about 100
will never cause the condition to be
corrected. A citizen who has the real
cups at 50c. Smaller tins 'making about
On
10th
welfare of Santa Fe at heart will stop
50 cups at 30c.
talking and assist in a real piece of
-work which is not eaBy of instant soIt is known as a fact that Santa
Fe has, naturally, the purest mountain
water in this section. This fact is
not due to the manner of handling
same and no credit is attempted for
that fact. The fact is due to natural
causes amongst which is that there is
no lime stone in the entire reach of
the canon, all the formation being
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THE "NET"

"bread-winner's-

Bro-sol-
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VM.T1
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Capital Tailor

SAYS
unless you get entire
satisfaction
unless

I

"I

Like It

04732-1191-

five-yea-

Instant Postum

one-thir-

the

your clothes keep
their shape, wear

well, look well, you

are not getting what

PORTLAND, ORE.
Oct.
to 26th,

Colonist Hates

28,-34- 7

you should. Putsome
thought into this, as
you would into any
business proposition,

VIA

RIO GRANDE

Instant Postum requires no boiling.

British

Clothes are good
enough, but not for you

Sale September 25th to October

Read Made

j A. E. SYUFY
-

-

lution.
We have no mud to sling, but it is
so that ice is being formed under

numerous sprays and if the user can
for such a waste
get
we do not believe that the public generally will justify it
The remedy is a long story and one
that is calling forth an earnest en-- 1

Coffee Averages About .Double That Cost.
A
2-c- ent

5-c- up

LIBERAL STOPOVERS

Free Sample mailed for

stamp, to cover postage.

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Pure Food Factories, Battle Creek, Mich.

Call on or write your local agent or W. D. Shea.'T. P. A.,
Santa Fe, for information as to rates, routes, etc.

Thursday,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

?AGE FOUR

news

Modern Grocery Comp'y

ceeded to St. Petersburg, is back In
London.
He says he intends to organize an international motor boat
race in 1913 from New York to Paris.
Captain Day addB that the automobile
club of France, James Gordon Bennett, and possibly the French govern,
ment will give trophies.

METALLIC
ARTRIDGES

'

,

BASE BALL TO

hangup

a ryi

(booting record

h;f.

lifore Their Use Guarantees the Life
the Continued Accuracy of your Arm.
50 years of cartridge-makin- g
96 years oi
have taught u..
To make cartridges noted for straight-shootin- g
To attain
sure-lirg
ammunition accuracy without impairing fun acTo make for each kind of arm the
curacy.
cartridge it requires to shoot its best and to
keep shooting its pest.
There is a Remington- - UMC cartridge socially made
for your rifle your pistol. Every Rerm.tgton'UMC
cartridge is tested in the arm tor wmc;i it is made.
Our Guarantee is behind these cartridges nnd behind
anv standard arm. to the full extent of t!.o maker's
own guarantee, when these cartridges are used.
Shoot the cartridges that shoot straight. Shoot the
cartridges that keep your gun shooting straight. Shoot
Remington-UMs
cartridges.

THE FRONT
FE HAS A CHANCE
IN THE

LIMELIGHT

TO GET IN THE

DIAMOND

DOMESTIC,

SHOW

CAMEMBERT BRICK,
"
and even LIMBURGER

"The Store With a Conscience."

.

Santa Fe has a chance tto be represented at the Albuquerque Fair, that
looks good.
Albert Clancy has a dispatch from
his old manager, Dale Gear, now of
the Topeka Club, putting up a propo-sistioto represent Santa Fe at the
tournament at the state fair and
big
i
the proposition is so equitable that
A
we cannot stand to lose on it.
chance is offered to the fans and the
sports to see one of the fast clubs ot
the western association in action, with
an incentive to play real ball. The
premium is a money prize and not a
blue ticket, so the Kansas boys will
be in the game to win if our citizens
are
game and want to give the town a
detroit
manager
of
the
famous
tigers,
hugh jennings,
Who has written five great stories on the world's representation in one of the big events
iol the fair.
series for the new mexican.
Albert Clancy has the matter in
charge and will put the matter up
BIG SPECIAL BASEBALL FEATURE:
to our citizens and business men. As
HUGH JENNINGS ON BIG SERIES Clancy is as enthusiastic a base ball
as there is in this section, he can
The Daily New Mexican announces Sox all season. We know of no one bug
the trimmings that are neceall
to tell the strong and put
a big feature, which will commence better qualifiedof the
ssary in the presentation of the ques- rivals.
weak points
tomorrow on the sport page.
The first story is an estimate of the tion.
But the opportunity to be In the
Hugh Jennings, manager of the De- managers McGraw and Stahl.
The second compares the pitching iswim at the big show is a good one
troit club, has written five stories
for Santa Fe and the city will easily
from the standpoint of a baseball staffs.
The third deals with the catchers. ' recoup on the small outlay required.a
man, comparing the Giants and lied
The fourth compares the infields (Give the grand old national game
Sox, who will meet in the world's
boost, and have a hand in the state
and outfields.
series.
'celebration
next month.
will
be
man
who
The fifth picks the
Jennings, an intimate friend of
Dale Gear and his Kansas Doys
a manager of the McGraw type, the hero of the series and he will bo
will do their part.
has battled against the victorious Red a surprise to every reader.
n
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New York

Cit

some players who "would be a won- Gregg and O'Neil: Boehler and der were he on some other team,"
but, as a matter of fact, this isn't disStanage.
covered until he has proved himself
R. H. E. to be something of a wonder on his
At Boston
15 14
4 own team.
Boston
i ... 12 15 .1
New York . .
Vandyke, Pake and Carrigan; Keat- $80,000,000X3 Lost Annually By Wage
Earners.
Thompson and Wiling, Caldwell,
Dr. Sadler estimates that about
liams.
(Game called end of eighth inning, $8,0,000,000.00 in wages is lost annual-- !
account of darkness.
ly to the American people as a direct
result of colds. Lost time means lost
wages and doctoring expensive. Use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
air passages. For sate by all drug- COLE MAY COME BACK,
to
Cole
Columbus, every- gists.
goes
King
body having cheerfully waived on
JOHN O. CELEBRATES.
him. The king had a short career in
Ohio, Sept. 26. At ForCleveland,
one
sensational
a
but
the majors,
while it lasted. He broke into the est Park, Cleveland, and at Pocantico
on (he Hudson, John D. Rockelimelight by pitching a brilliant game Kills,
as a tryout with the Cubs during the feller's summer and winter residencomfall of 1909. In 1910 he became a full ces, flags were flying today in
memoration of the 57th anniversary
off
reel.
the
wonder
right
(fledged
of the beginning of Mr. Rockefeller's
Game after game was snatched from business
career.
,
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
It
the hostiles by the king.
really
"I have nothing to say about it,"
Won Lost Pet. looked as if he couldn't lose and his
said Mr. Rockefeller, "except that I
.688
44
..97
New York
of victories in 1910 was do this
.617 percentage
54
every year. The starting of
..87
achieved
ever
Chicago . .
not only the greatest
my business career occupies a large
.608
56
..87
a new pitcher, but was the main place in my recollections.
.500 by
72
..72
Cincinnati . .
factor in giving the Cubs the chamMr. Rockefeller started in business
74
.475
.67
Philadelphia
National League.
here as a grain commission merchant.
.407 pionship of the
86
..69
St. Louis . .
In the world's aeries that followed,
88
.380
..54
Brooklyn . . .
Chance, it is believed, made one ot
.321
96
.
.
.
..47
Boston
the few great blunders of his career.
LEAGUE.
He decided, not t risk Cole against
Pet.
Lost
Won
the
Athletics, on fhe ground of "inex45
.690
.100
Boston . . .
.600 perienced" as if the man who had
58
.87
Washington
59
.590 done such work as Cole's could be
..85
Philadelphia
"CASCARETS"
74
.490 considered green, or nervous and to SICK?
..71
.476 use the older pitchers. As the result,
76
..69
Cleveland
.469! the ilder men were beaten to death
77
..68
.345 by the Athletics, and Cole sent in for
95
..50
1st. Louis
.340 one of the final games, when all hope No Headach.e
95
..49
Biliousness,
was lost, and he was the only pitcher
LEAGUE.
or
Taste
Bad
to
back
them
was
turn
able
Constipation
Won Lost Pet. who
63
.609 and stop them in their onslaught. In
..95
Denver
by
Morning.
67
.581 1911 Cole did not work so often, and
..92
.556 k was declared that he was losing!
71
..89
Are you keeping your bowels, liver
78
.500 his grip.
.78
Des Moines
stomach clean, pure and fresh
and
file
Nevertheless,
gathered
81
.497
'king
..79
with
Cascarets, or merely forcing a
beaten
was
and
wins
only
82
.471
. .73
eighteen
Sioux City .
84
.469 seven times which doesn't look exact- passageway through these alimentary
..75
Wichita . . .
.321 ly like the work ot a lemon. In 1912, or drainage organs every few days
..51 106
Castor
Cole seemed to have really retro- with Salts, Cathartic Pills,
Oil or "Purgative Waters.
little
left
to
have
seemed
graded
vVHERE
Let
and Chance managed to work him off
Stop having a bowel wash-daon Pittsburgh in a trade that gave Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and regNATIONAL.
the Cubs a new lease of life and sand- - ulate the stomach, remove the undi- Boston at New York, 2 games.
bagged the Pirates. With Pittsburgh gested, sour and fermenting food and
Philadelphia at Brooklyn, 2 games. Cole started only a few times, seemed foul gases, take the excess bile from
Cincinnati at Chicago, 2 games.
weak and shaky, and now gets the the liver and carry out of the system
St. Louis at Pittsburg.
hook. It seems strange that a young all the decomposed waste matter and
man like Cole, a boy of good habits poisons in' the intestines and bowels.
AMERICAN.
A Cascaret tonight will make you
and nothing to hurt him, should go
New York at Boston.
back so rapidly, and, In a short period feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
Washington at Philadelphia.
drop from a champion ; to a trading or cause
Detroit at Cleveland.
any inconvenience, and cost
marker, but such . Is baseball the
10 cents a box from your drughero of today is the alley cat of day only
gist. Millions of men and women
"Valter tomorrow.
take a Cascaret now and then and
never have Headache, Biliousness,
STERRETT GOOD.
NATIONAL.
coated tongue. Indigestion, Sour StomIs
real
a
E.
man
Sterrett
R.
H.
"This
young
At New York (1st game)
or Constipated Bowels.
Casca8 15 0 ball player," says Russell Ford of the ach
New York
rets belong in every household. Chil3 11 2 New York Americans. "He can play
Boston
dren just love to take them.
Mathewson and Hartley, Meyers; first base or catch as well as some
a
As
in
game.
the
of the veterans
Perdue, McTikue and Qowdy.
backstop he isn't very far behind Ed WILLIAM FARAH EMIL MIGNARDOT
At New York (2nd game) R. H.E. Sweeney. He is a corking gooa ngnt
4 10 0 field hitter, and is a great hustler.
New York .
0 7 1 Ford as a rule, doesn't say much, so
Boston
Damaree and Wilson; Tyler and that this expression of opinion eviRariden.
dently means a lot. Sterret, by the
way, was Presjdent Farrell's own find.
R. H. E.
At Chicago (1st game)
TOOK LONG TIME.
11 11
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Chicago
10 11 7
Cincinnati
It is strange, but true, that It often
Lemp's Beer will kill your
Lavender, Toney, Cheney and Arch- requires several years for a ball
thirst I
er; Fromme, Works, Benton and Dlayer to be appreciated by the home A Ulass of California Wine will
Severoid.
fans. George McPrlde. the Washing-put blood in your veins !
ton shortstop and captain, is one of A Drink of Old
Taylor Whiskey
R. H.E. those who for years were the object
At Brooklyn (1st game)
will make you forget your
0 of
2
0
patrons
capital
Brooklyn
displeasure by many
troubles I
7 14 1 of
Philadelphia .
though there was never a
theame,
Curtis, Allen and Miller; Alexander time when he was not doing capable Phone Orders Attended To Promptly
and Killifer.
work for his team.
But a change has taken place, and IMPORTED
At Brooklyn (2nd game) R. H.E. McBride has become one of the most
and DOMESTIC
0 4 4 popular men on the team.
Brooklyn
255
Sao Francisco St. Phone 23! W.
11 18 2
This is McBride's first season as a
Philadelphia .
he
and
Scanlon
member of the Nationals. Though
Ragon and Erwin;
Killifer.
plays a position which subjects him to
a certain amount of danger because
R. H. E. he covers the bag on all attempted
At Pittsburg
7 10 1
Pittsburg
steals, McBride has missed but three
4 Horse Power
o 7 4
St. Louis
games during his connection with the
PRICE, $165.00
Batteries: Robinson, Hendrix and tram, a most remarkable record and
With Imported Magneto.
Kelly, Gibson; Steele, Burk, Griner one which Indicates the player's eara doubt with trouble
and Wingo.
nestness. Not unlike other players. AiMotorOydeleftwithout
at the factory. ,
WONDERS ON WEAK TEAMS.
AMERICAN.
Weak teams nearly always have
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
3 8 2
Philadelphia .
3 2 0 CHICHESTER
PILLS
Washington
BRAND.
A
Coombs and Lapp; Hughes. JohnLadlnl A.krrarDntnbtfor
son and Williams.
Till. 1. ttr4 nd U.M milUc
bnielj era led with Blue
(Game called end ninth account of
Tabs M kML Rvf flf TM.
Krutwi.
darkness.)
lAfi.MI lK.N FII.IJ4.for Ho
LIGHT 81 LENT AND BIUABLK.
R. H. E.
At Cleveland-Clevel- and
jreus knew k Dnt, Safest, Alwaj-- RelUnlr
Detroit
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32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair
-

ALBUQUERQUE.

.

October 7, 8, 9, 10, II,

12,

1912.

'

Mc-Gra-

"State Day"
Tuesday,
Wednesday, "Good Roads Day"
Albuquerque Day
Thursday,
Firemen's Day
Friday,
Columbus Day
Saturday,

BASEBALL

Horse Racing, Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival Shows,

t

HOW THEY STAND

.'...

5

'

EVERYDAY

s

FRANK A. STORTZ

D. K. B. SELLERS,
President.

UPSEUILIOIIS,

You "want the best dope
on the world's series?
Hugh Jennings is writ- Ling it for this newspaper.
You know "Hughie."
Hughie knows baseball.
Read his articles.

Opening Day

Monday,

Secretary.

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SAjLOON
FINE
ANDjCICARS.
WINES, LIQUORS

'

fP

Family Trade Supplied. IX
259 San Francisco St.
fSANTA FE, N. M.
I

'

'

THEY PLAY.

FIRST STATE FAIR,
'giAlbuaueraue.
N. M.
OCTOBER 7th To 12th,
One Fare for the Round Trip From All Points in
New Mexico to Albuquerque.
FROM SANTA FE, N. M.

FR0M SANTA FE'

$3-4-

N

M
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Many new attractions this

year. Bigger and better than ever

DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND.

Return Limit, Oct. 14th, 1912
Dates of Sale Oct. 4th to 12th.
Remember the Low Summer Tourist Rates to California on sale Daily
30th.

Until September

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

Santa Fe, New

:

Mex.

TODAY'S GAMES.

iDiamcittlf
GRAYS WILL TRY TO
BREAK WHITE SOX
WINNING STREAK.
The Santa Fe Grays who next Sun-

day will meet the invincible White
at the College grounds, are practicing every afternoon, and they are
confident that next Sunday they will
blaster to pieces the White Sox winManager Lopez says
ning record.
he has strengthened greatly the Grays
since they played their last game
in July, and that Sunday he will present-the
fastest team seen in Santa
Fe this season. Local fans are comparing both teams, and it is hard to
decide which is the best. It is said
that the White Sox have , the best
catcher; in Paul Griego they have a
backstop who knows how to handle
his pitcher and has the best peg of
any catcher seen in Santa Fefor some
time; he is also a great batter. In
the pitching line it is doubtful to decide as Jim Lopez the Grays' pitcher
is one of the best twirlers who ever
put a ball over the plate in New Mexico. The White Sox star pitcher,
Johnny Marez has been pitching won
derful ball this season, and still has to
lose his first game. With the proper
support he should win Sunday's game.
In the infield both teams are very
venly matched, although the White
Box easily have the best first sacker
in Joe Berardinelli; he is the Hal
Chase of New Mexico, and any first
Backer that the Grays put in first base
Sox

will be easily outclassed by Joe Berardinelli. The rest of the infielders are
all good players and it will be hard
decide who is the best. In the outfield both teams are also
evenly
t-

matched. The Grays will have as
backstop next Sunday, Ward, an ex
Western Leaguer, but he will have to
go some to keep the White Sox pilferers on the bases.
In the batting line both teams have
heavy batters and the pitchers will
have to be in good form and given
good support or' extra base hits will
are alinuicauous
be numerous.
ready that a large crowd will witness
the game, and if the weather man is
kind to us Sunday the largest crowd
of the season will see the game.

NEW YORK

GIANTS WIN
New. ork. Sept 2G. The New York
Giants won the National league baseball pennant for 1912 today, by taking both' ends of a double header from
Boston. Should Chicago win and New
York lose every game yet to be played
the Cubs could not equal the Giants'
percentage.

CAPTAIN DAV
TO ORGANIZE
BOAT RACES
London, Sept. 26. Captain Thomas Fleming Day, of New York, commander of the motor boat Detroit,
which crossed the Atlantic and pro- -
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PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

AND

CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

HENRY

KRICIte
OF

DISTRIBUTOR

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
'
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
.

.

"UJ

rifiAD

,NEW MEXICAN PBIHTING CO.

Pope Motor Cycle

S

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A Desk UbM with few or
many Book Units u doted.
The only perfect combination
deak and bookcase ever made,
Roomy, convenknL attractive, we want to show yo
its advantages and possibilities. CiH, write orpbcoi'
1? v
as about it

Asuf'vriri-l'HKS.TE-

12 15

3
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SOLD BV MfflOGISTS

HESVOft

PASH BROS..
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Wines, Liquors
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Thursday, Sept. 26,
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Paw-husk-

Weather Specials

Cool

,..'.

Mrs. , Hurt has

ihree weeks visit

returned

from, a

with friends in the

AND WEST

TO COME IN AND
OUR NEW LINES

In

MILLINERY

BY MINERS
KENTUCKY

the

Correct Styles

VIRGINIA

ARE

SCENES OF ANOTTER DESPERATE

SEE
OF

Warm Winter Goods, Gloves, Underwear,
Sweaters, Flannel and Flannelett
Shirt? for the Whole Family at

AT

post-jnast-

liotel.

LADIES! We Invite the Public
You Will Find

FIRED UPON

Miss Jeanette Anderson, of Chicago,
is a sightseer in the city.
.Mrs. George G. La Motte, of
Okla., is visiting friends here.
Mrs. Klias Clark, wife of the
at Alcalde, is at the Palace

PAGE FIVE

MRS. W. LINDHAROT,
125 Palace Ave.

JULIUS H. GERDES

BATTLE FOR A LIVING WAGE BE- ceived from various
Meadow City.
coimty Cjerks and
r W. A. Cahieron, the' well 'known
from the secretary of state, I find
WHO
TWEEN
MEN
TOIL
AND
COAL
on
We
iailroad man of El Paso, is at the
Always
that over 50,000 signatures to the peti- .
Montezuma.
tion for' the abolition of capital pun-- i
BARONS
Cold
Items, those
E. G. Morley, of Indian Wells, is a
ishment in this state Have been on- mean comfort on these chilly evenings
visitor In the city. He is stopping at
talned. This will result in the ulti-- !
the
European hotel.
Lexington, Ky., Sept. L';. One hun- mate submission of the question to
come.
to
colder days
and
A. G. Graham, of the New Mexico dred striking miners,
armed
with the people of the state, if indeed legCollege of Agriculture and Mechanic magazine rifles, held up and attacked islative action be not had at the next
a train at the Roserun Iron mines in session of the legislature. 1 am will- Arts, is at the Palace.
Perfecto Esquibel and Joseph M. Hath county late yesterday, according ing that the punishment of those who
Williams are here from Tierra Ama- - tc advices received lure today.
are now under sentence of death shall
IN
The Btrikers lined up on both sides be brought into harmony with the
rillia, Rio Arriba county.
of
the track and challenged
John Stafford, a business man of
the vote thus to be taken."
Men's, Boys', Ladies', Misses' and ChiEspanola, is in the city. He is reg-- ! guards on the train, U n in number,
to a battle.
New Styles.
ldren's SWEATERS in
istered at the Montezuma.
KANSAS CITY HOTEL
The engineer was ordered to run
B.
the
well
known
Stewart,
Joseph
A
COLLAPSES, KILLING TEN.
over.
Look
good Sweater is
the
train through the lines of armed
hydrographer, is expected back from
men. As he did so, the strikers fired
a doctor bill.
the Hawaiian Islands December 1.
cheaper
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 21!. After
Alvan N. White, state superintend-- on the guards' car, but ns it was pro-- ! a half
effort to clear away the
ent of public instruction, is back from tected by iron plates, no one was debris day's
of the Alameda hotel,
which
hit.
a trip through Bernalillo.
last night, burying ten workO. A. Matson, well known business
After the train had run out of the collapsed
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
CO,
man of Albuquerque, is in Santa Fe immediate range, the ten guards fired men, rescuers shortly after noon to
had
not
found
the bodies of
yet
today in the interest of the state fair. several volleys in the direction tak- day
two missing men, both negro laborMrs. Harney has returned from a en by the strikers. So far as known
ers. Two bricklayers, William and
six weeks' tour of California, visiting none of the strikers were hurt. As a
Los Angeles and San Diego and other result of this hold up, it is likely that Oliver McBride, brothers, were killed in the
Six negro hod
troops will be required by the mine carriers werecollapse.
points of interest.
1
rescued, seriously InreMrs. W. N. Townsend, who was owners. A recent request was
jured. Two probably cannot recover.
thrown off her horse while riding Sun fused by Governor McCreary.
"Fred B. Hamilton, city superintendESCAPE
MINERS
day evening and sustained painful
ent
of buildings after inspecting the
FROM
STATE
TROOPS.
bruises, was reported as resting easy!
26. Al- ruins, said the accident was undoubt-W.
Va.,
Charleston,
Sept.
will
some
be
&
It
time before
BANK
today.
the fault of the builders, who
she will be able to be out as complete though surrounded in the mountains edly
loaded 100 wagon loads of cinders on
G.
soldiers
under
A.
Lieutenant
by
rest is required. It appears her horse
Bell, of Company I, first infantry, the the roof, then pulled the wooden
stumbled while descending a hill.
party which last nUfht fired on an props from under it efore the ceMiss May Closson, who was thrown outpost at Keeferton, W. Va., succeed- ment was dry."
To make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
out of a carriage yesterday and nar- ed in
the lines.
through
breaking
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
Does
rowly escaped serious injury, received Bloodhounds reached the scene of the
26. Violent
,
Amoy, China,
Sept.
and many styles, is enough to make you buy. Prethe congratulations of her friends to- skirmish early today and finding a riots, in which
many Chinese who had
day. Miss Closson said she thought trail followed it further into the cut off their queues were killed, are
pare now for the cold weather.
her
horse
becam
at
the
from
but
frightened
mountains,
reports
An
in
military
from
Chin
Your Patronage Solicited
the interreported
escape of steam near the power house headquarters gave no encouragement ior of the province of Fu Kien.
and all efforts to calm the animal that a capture would be effected. Gov-- !
FURNITURE CO.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
were futile.
ernor Glasscock ontinued his effort
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
to bring peace to the disturbed counJ. B. LAMY,
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
try today. It was stated that attorWHITMAN ASSERTS
neys for the mine guards, imprisoned,
mmBBKKm'vammrmm
HE HAS GOODS ON at the order of the military commission, would upon the governor's
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
LIEUT. BECKER advice,
withdraw the court proceedTO
to
the
of
release
the
ings looking
New York, Sept. 20. District
guards. This action, it was stated,
Rent-Octo- ber
Two Acres in Orchard and
Whitman, expressing great sat following a conference in which the
Eight-roo- m
Small
isfaction with the result of the exami- governor quoted decisions to show Lydia E. Pinkham's VegetaWell Furnished House of five
nation of witnesses at Hot Springs, that his position was sustained by
ble Compound Restored
House, Stable and Other
arrived in New Vork today from the tne courts when portions of Colorado
rooms and
Buildings.
Mrs. Green's Health
southwest, confident the trial of Lieu- and Idaho were under martial law.
on
four blocks
College
tenant Becker, charged with the murHer
Own
Statement.
Per
from
Plaza.
SIX ACRES ON ACEQUIA MADRE-P- art
of
month,
der of gambler, Rosenthal, would go GREEKS PROTEST
on on October 7. "I have corrobor
Trees
in
in Airalfa and 18
Bearing.
"
B.
AGAINST TURKS
ated the main points in Sam Schepps
Covington, Mo. -- "Your medicine has
Mile from
All Under
done me more good than all the doc
story," said Attorney Whitman, "and
FIRING
ON
THEM
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
the defense was not able to shake
tor's medicines. At
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
monthly period
every
Schepps story to any material
LIABILITY
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
Athens, Greece, Sept. 26. A vigorI had to stay in bed
ous protest against the firing by Turkbecause
four
of
days
New York, N. Y Sept. 2C When
ish troops on the Greek steamer Rou-mehemorrhages, a n d
District Attorney 'whitman reached
at Samoa a few days ago is to
m v back was so weak
his office today after returning from be made
I could hardly walk
by the Greek minister at
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Hot Springs, Arkansas, he found on
I have been taking
Constantinople.
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
his desk a sheaf of telegrams from ' The' Greek government ordered the
of
LINE
friends, at . Saratoga, who Inquired minister today to demand the severe
Phone, Red 189.
Vegetable Com- -j J!
whether he would permit the use of punishment of the offenders as well
I
w
now
and
can
pound
his name before the republican state as an expression of regret by the
:
:
1 19 San' Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
stay up and do my
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware en the Market, and
as
a
convention
candidate
for gover- Turkish government. The payment
's;
work. I think it is
we carry two desirable patter rs, the
Mr. of damages for injury done to the the best medicine on earth for women."
nor, should conditions warrant.
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S; BOQUET.
Whitman did not reply to the mes steamer and compensation for the
Mrs. Jennie Green, Covington, Mo.
sages, it is understood he had not loss of some personal baggage of the
San Francisco
How 3Irs. Cline Avoided
made up his mind definitely on the Greek passengers also are to be
Reliable Jeweler
Street
Operation.
claimed.
subject.
Ind. "I can say that
Brownsville,
num26.
The
Constantinople, Sept.
erous fights between Turkish and Bul- Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
has done me more good than anything
garian soldiers was called to the at- else. One doctor said
I must be operaa Interested and should know
tention of the Turkish government to- ted
ADout the wonderful
upon for a serious female trouble
66-6day by Bulgaria.
License Numbers,
MARVEL Whirling Spray
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
and that nothing could help me but an
The new Vaginal Syring.
The Bulgarian government declares operation.
Next Door to Postoffice.
Best mostconvenient.
It
that the Turkish troops had frequently
cleanses instantly.
"I had hemorrhages and at times
fired on Bulgarian outposts and had could not get any medicine to stop them.
Ask your druggist for i
If he cannot supply
killed one man at Hamambunar, I got in such a weak condition that I would
no others
MARVEL,
where shooting had occurred from have died if I had not got relief soon.
but send stamp for illustrated
book
M
sealed. It gives full particu
C. McCONVERY,"!
"Several women who had taken your
several
points on the Turkish side.
lars and directions (..valuable to ladies. WE
umM
tMSm CO. IM2U Strui.Nm TorkT
Compound, told me to try it and I did
Phone. W 204.
(415 Palace Avenue
and found it to be the right medicine to
WOMAN AND MAN
build up the system and overcome
female troubles.
END LIVES BEFORE
GC.
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
"I am now in great deal better health
LIFE PARTNERS th,an I ever expected to be, so I think I
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
ought to thank you for it." Mrs. O. M.
Lowest
Where Prices
Ind.
S.
Main
Clone.
Brownsville,
St.
Richmond, Ind., Sept. 26. William
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
for Safe Quality.
S Johnson, 30, and Mrs. Roy C.
can furnish pure.cleancorn chop either coarse
51, commuted Buiclde by drink- A Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
ifII medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks'
the presence of Mrs.
ing
poison
TheHome Grown Fruit Season Johnson andin Mrs.
We can srind any mixture that is desired o- Wyman's husband Or at Least His Capital
is on and we are offering to the
the
different grains, such as corn, wheat, mill
today. The two families had been
Where Do You Get Shaved ?
let, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
particular housewife the best to friends for years and the motive in
( 15 lb. pkg., $ .65
to be had in
NEW MEXICO.
E. LAS VEGAS,
the apparent suicide pact has not SAWYER'S IS THE BEST PLACE
Meat
Bone
.
and
1.20
Green
Cut
been disclosed.
30 lb. "
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
( 100 lb.
Johnson called at the Wyman home
sack, 3.75
in Richmond and said he intended
Accurate Work-Qu- ick
Returns !
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
ending his life. Wyman summoned
should
have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
Mrs. Johnson. When she arrived, her
and makes them lay.
health
their
husband and Mrs. Wyman drank a cup
Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
For
medidied
full
before
of
poison and
We can also supply you with
cal aid could be procured. Johnson
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
left three children and Mrs. Wyman
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES one.
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CAPITAL $50,000 00

We Are Going: to Sell Out
All of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,

a General Banking Business
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"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE
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Dispensing Optician.
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PEACHES,

PEARS
and PLUMS

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON OASPER ST.

A live paper makes

Telephone 9 W

a live town.

We are making a live paper. Read

It

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
pi-i-

MONEY

SEND BT RETURN MAIL

PHILA. SMELTING & REFIMNG
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

HI Chestnut St
'

TO

Philadelphia,

CO.

Pa.

DENTISTS

We will buy your Gold Fillings. Gold Serapa
and Platinum. Elghest prices paid.

We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S

Best Coffee and Teas
RAPID DELIVERY

SERViCE

If you want the best in

FOR SALE GROCERIES,
J20-ACR- E

for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
Silver,
Highest pricesBrokenfor old Gold,
old Watches,
Jewelry and Precious Stones.

the finest cantaloupes grown.

,

RANCH

all under fence, good improvements, lots of water. Fine hav
.land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of

FRIUrs

AND VEGEETABLES

:

QO TO

NW

1

INSURANCE

I

KING ALARNED

AT IRISH ROW

Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

d,
Balmoral.-ScotlanSept. 26. King
George is said to view with some
concern the situation in Ulster on
account of the increasing factional
fighting there. The unionist leader,
Andrew B. Law, Arrived at his majesty's highland home as a guest today
and there is some Inclination to connect his visit with the Irish question.
It is, howeVer, officially announced
that Mr. Law was invited here to
meet the Russian foreign minister,
Sergius Sazonoff.

MURDERERS

REAL ESTATE

a

tranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc

GUARANTEED.

iLi

A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute indigestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It is a
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
50 cents
Price, . .
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

66

PRODUCER

SSSftS.

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR

Surety Bonds

FOR HORSES.CATTLE.SHEEP,

Sacramento, Calif., Sept. 26. Acting Governor Wallace issued reOf
prieves today to thre econdemned
men in San Quentin penitentiary who
were to have been hanged tomorrow
for the murder of women.
Telephone 194 W Room
In issuing the reprieves, Govt Wallace issued the following statement:
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
"I have decided to reprieve these
men largely because,' from advice re--1 SANTA FE ,
NEW MEXICO

U

I

COLIC CURE.

Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big lay
ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions'with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

All Kinds

cattle. Six miles from railroad
GO.
and 7 miles from the mountain U. S. KAUNE
Sell at a bargain Address,
Where Prices are Lowest
: FRANK DAVIS,
Morlarty, N. M
for Safe Quality

VETERINARY

PRATTS GUARANTEED

City Property, Farms,

REPRIEVED.

PRATT'S

HOGS.DAIRY COWS.&c.

Because it works directly on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rap
idly ; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow- n

.

Santa Fe

New Mexican

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

v.

......

$5.0 Dally Per Ouarter, by mall
$2.60 Oally per quarter, by carrier

The Ranch of the Rockies

Open the Year Round.

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY PANCH,

at this affair from a different
point of view. New York is a long
ways from Santa Fe and even the odor
cf our water does not reach that distance. It needs to be tasted to be
thoroughly appreciated, and they have
not tasted it down at eastern headAll that is
especially
quarters.
thought of down there is the dividend
part of the Santa Fe water business,
which is the usual manner of foreign
corporation workings. The controlling
interests of so many of our corporations are "too far from our rails" to
appreciate local conditions.
look

Fop President,

50

ROOSEVELT.

THEODORE

For

"All of Today's News Today"

t,

HIRAM W. JOHNSON.

For Member

of Congress,

PHONES:
INTERESTS AT STAKE.

to speak.
At Ottawa. Kansas, the other day,
was pouring out its agonizing music. An
Xear the stand a
old man climbed on a chair just before the introduction of the distinguished
speaker and protested against the noise the clamorous organ was making.
"Some of us," he shouted, "have come a long ways, and we have great
interests at stake. We want to hear Mr. Roosevelt."
That is the feeling among the great mass of people throughout the
country, and it is the cause of the sweeping political revolution that is now
under way. The people have been sleeping on idly watching the progress
of events, not fully realizing where we were drifting.
We have great interests at stake.
For years, with a closely tightening grip, certain men and corporations have been handling these interests of the people to their own selfish
use. Gradually, but surely they have been turning these interests over to
in the political game, until they
their friends and allies and
have become dictators or agents of dictators who have become insolent
and tyrannical and domineering and greedy, forgetting any one's rights and
regardful only of their advantage.
We have great interests at stake.
Just now the people are waking up to it. The proceedings at the G.
O. P. convention, opened their eyes from careless slumber. The noise of
the steam roller was heard from Maine to California. The reckless methods
of the bosses were all at once laid bare, and the people are taking hold.
We have great interests at stake.
Those interests are a decent living; a share in the "good times"; a
benefit from the "bumper crops"; an equitable tax in which the great corporations should be sharers; just a square deal.
We have great interests at stake.
We have them in New Mexico, and the people of the state are becoming
alive to the fact. The "housecleaning" was not sufficiently thorough. The
barnacles were not scraped off; there was not enough disinfectant used;
there was too much rubbish left.
The great interests at stake can no longer be controlled in the star
chamber; no longer can they be manipulated by the paid agents of corporacover
tions, either acting as members of the legislature, or working under
on the outside; no longer can the rights of the people be made secondary
to the demands of the few.
We have great interests at stake. The people are going to guard them.
merry-go-roun-

Colonel Roosevelt was

d

n

ALL BUBBLES.

sur
t has been said ihat map is a bubble of matter which rises to the
wn.cn
face of being, fioats a fe".- moments, and goes out. Then tne stun, ot rose.
lie was formed return ;nt?. the great ccean of matter from which he
h. the earth are ir,a. silica, sulphur, lime, potash, manganese, nitrcgen,
power of
iivdirgen oxygen a few elements that through the mysterious
life are formed into man. They hang together for a while, and then omes
the cessation of life Death, and these elements go back into the great
storehouse again. The bubble is pricked.
Did you ever blow bubbles? Of course!
Do you remember how you strove to make the big bubble bigger and
And did you give a thought
bigger and more glorious, until it went out?
to the little patches of foam that floated on the bubble's surface? Never
did?
Well the foam is worth thinking of. Every gray and uninteresting
bubble. If it had a chance it would grow as big, as
globule of that foam is a rain-bohues as the big bubble. And when you put
round and as glorious in
of bubbles all In a heap, or filled It with
lot
a
blew
and
bowl
in
the
Dine
the
that ran down to the ground, you
bubbles
little
of
suds and blew a string
as the big magnatwere blowing bubbles each of which would be as splendid
e-bubble
if it had a chance.
crowded together and
So it is with men . The most ot us are bubbles
or
out of shape, and dwarfed by the little bowl of a cityand round
or class into which we are compressed. We might be big
will give us room.
and radiant if we had room. The; good time coming
are
stunted
and
The millions who are dwarfed and degraded immeasurableby poverty of
capacities
individual of which has the
and slimy and uninteresting
a ingrown human soul. They are gray
time coming will give each
because they have no chance to grow. The good
chance.
its
them
of
com-nZTl- y

HUNGRY FOR AMMUNITION.

neither
republicans
Aside from such an issue as the tariff,
should
"progressiveness
nor democrats have faith in Wilson's
estimab e gen leman to
come into the presidency. Even suppose that
reform, we know what will inevitably
have in mind some pretty design ofdemocratic
congress. What can he do
a
of
hands
the
at
him
happen to
the Sullivans and others of
the
Ryans.
of
the Taggerts,
against the riot
of the republicans, with
reactionaries
the
as
their kind, ot the same stripe
concert?
in
act
whom they
still
for ammumtion-th- ey
The regular democrats are apparently hungry
as if they were good capital, when, as a matter
letters
Archbold
on
the
harp
Oil as a b tter opponent of
of fact he Archbold exploitation of Standardhonest and intelligen voter as
to
the
average
Roosevelt is sufficient proof
should be. It must have been
where e facts lie and what his own course
"Roosevelt
g

The Roosevelt electors in New Mexico are Dr. Thomas of Chaves
county, Elmer E. Studley of Colfax county and George Armijo of Santa Fe
county. In voting for Theodore Roosevelt, every voter should remember that
he must vote for the three Roosevelt electors who in turn will vote for Mr.
Roosevelt in the electoral college if elected. He also should remember
that those electors are merely his agents, and if elected, are pledged to
vote for Theodore Roosevelt. That Is their only function in this election
and the only connection they have with the campaign. The opponents of
Colonel Roosevelt are industriously circulating a report to the effect that
all that is necessary to vote for Theodore Roosevelt is to write his name
upon the ballot. This is not true. Vote for the presidential electors and
help elect Theodore Roosevelt.
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REMARKS
Dos Canones Viejco. Uncle Tom?
El

Chanate del Condado

Miguel.

Que

de

San

no?

Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
yield for a question?
Them two old cannon
came yet.

have

not

Think .of El Chanate using a man
like Nathan Jaffa.
El Chanate might as well wake up

to the fact that "the rules of the game
have been changed." This is fair
warning.

Poor old Marcos C. de Baca who
didn't cut any ice anyhow and who
couldn't set a vote, appears to have
some one sitting up nights anyhow.
The common geezer is too confoundedly hard at work earning a living,
but a well paid corporation attorney
has lots of time to look after the legislature.
that Wilson victory in New
Jersey sound like a Taft victory and
does Guthrie's speech in New York,
denouncing only Roosevelt, indicate
that the Taft men don't think he has
a chance?
Does

The proper way in which to line
the people up Is to give them a look
in in the game now and then. You
needn't be afraid of them for as Lin
coln said, not all of 'em are fools or
words to that effect.
We've put up the best man we've
got, say the stand patters. Alright
gtnts, if you get licked with the best
man you've got, will you be convinced
that it's not a case of men hut of
the system. The system is wrong.
That's the kick.

There appears to be trouble brewing in the Balkans. From indications,
some of those European statesmen
who have been overly active in the show.
United States of late, will soon have
trouble enough on their hands to keep
them fairly busy at home. And then
there will be a change in the line-u-

was
produced the incident, just as it
luTk ' SnoTninated Oscar s. Strauss for governor of New York the man
party money to spend,
Aho can carry the state. No. had the progressive
Archbold
"exposure."
the
for
deal
a
great
H couM have afforded to pay
o

-Another text in our creed:
as a national means cf
We believe in a graduated inheritance tax
to government and we hereby
the obligation of holders of property
L.edge out party to enact such a federal law as will tax large inhentances,
co ected
state, an equitable percentage of all toamounts
retning tothfetheratification
constitution
the
amendment
of
the
pending
We favor
to levy an Income tax.
giving the government power
is likely to have a less number of managers than
The
had. The managers have proven to be more thanlegislatures
have
.revious
AmoOne
disadvantage will accrue from all this.
bear."
will
the traffic
are nc
the
as
corporations
so
be
conspicuous,
not
will
ane house rent
have grown tired
The
need manager s houses next winter . rent.people
Ukelv
There will be a real
house
including
up,
going
of seeing everything
this time.
"housecleaning" and not a bogus one
Mountain and Pacific have
Spiess. Charles" Springer. The Rocky
proved to be more than "the traffic will bear." When the "housecleaning
is finished they will be among those missing.

Wal we shure hed a tolerabul fair
frost th other night," says the Old
Codger, "an Fritz Mueller ses tu me,
ses he, why don't yu take off that
straw lid of yourn, gol darn it, en put
on one of them there Roosefelt hats
like whut I hev been a wearin. Thet
thur remark riled me considerabul en
I tole him, I ses, ses I, gol darn yu
Fritz, I'm agoin tu wear this yere
straw lid now until Mr. Taft es elect0
as he is agoin tu be in November.
fall's election would go. are now ed,
I hev been a
The wise prophets who told how last will be
getting tired ov th way
.t
how
explaining
elected. They
them fool fellers is a actin. We hev
declaring that Taft will be
hap-pene- d

are paid by all of us. used to
Why are American marines, whose inwages
torn up by revolutionNicaragua,
railroad
rebuM J Pierpont Morgan's
' "
ists?
Q
on Santa
sale
Mexican is barred from
Probably one reason the New
rails.
our
from
far
"so
Fe trains is because we are
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AS

THE BYSTANDER

SEES

got to save this nashun and we are
agoin tu save her gol darn it! I'm
agoin tu wear thet straw hat er bust,
by heck."
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
sees more people in one day than yon
can see in a month. Try one.

IT

ISSUE.
The water question is getting to be
an issue. It is the most discussed
question in town. Politics, the Albuquerque fair, Morley's lamp posts, the
world's series, bumper crops, high
cosof living all have taken a rear
seat' and just plain water is the principal topic of street and table talk.
Every man has his own idea about
it, and I have heard a good many
opinions expressed but there Is no division of thought upon the one opinion
that the city water needs to have
something done to it
One plan suggested sounded good,
and that was the building of a dam
higher up in the canyon where there
is a natural site and where but a narrow dam would be necessary, and
where there would be a rock bottom
for a reservoir. The Idea was that
the water would be more free from
silt and the two reservoirs could be
used, the upper for drinking and the
lower for irrigation use, and an opportunity given to clean them alternately.
I am not an expert on reservoir construction and do not offer an expert
opinion. From talk about town, however, I judge there are a number ot
experts who could solve the problem.
I wish some of them would. All I
know about it is that the water does
not taste good nor smell good and
there must be a reason for it.
Of course the franchise is not a perpetual one, and may be if the
stockholders would come out
here and sample the water they would
AN

1

in November.

THE LITTLE GRAIN OF SAND.
(Bill F. Brogan.)
On a hillside in the distance lay a
little grain of sand until a wind storm
took it from the dry and worthless
land. It sailed away o'er mountains
e'er rivers, plains and lakes until it
landed squarely on a row of baker's
cakes. - The baker frowned and brushed it off and as away it flew, the baker
shut the door and swore because a
windstorm blew. But onward through
the city Btreets, the grain o sand
was swept until with other grains of
sand into a house it crept. It circled round the parlor walls then settled down content upon the center
table where it found a tiny dent. The
maid came in and she was mad for all
about the place, the dust had settled
thick and fast in a whirlwind kind of
race. Her broom and duster rags and
mop, the maid brought into play and
the dust was pretty busy just being
swept away. Outside the wind was
howling so the little grain of sand
blew off the center table and again
it joined the land. But the wind
storm came and got it so it sailed
away once more and the next time
that it landed it was on an office
floor. The janitor at night time when
the lights were burning bright, cleaned the office as was custom and the
grain of sand took flight. He threw it
in the ash can along with other trash,
but the wind storm came and placed
it upon the window sash. It fell from
there that evening and again was
swept away as the rain drops started
falling and the dust began to lay.
When the sun shone bright next
morning upon the passing flood, the
little grain of sand dried out but the
dust remained as mud. The breezes
swept the little grain of sand into the
street where it landed here and landed there among the busy feet. But
aided by the friendly winds that
wouldn't let it die, it finally landed
fair and square within a human eye.
It made a lot of trouble there but still
it let 'em know that It had been upon
the job and right with the big show.
The moral to this tale Is plain if you
will stop to think for the little grain
o? sand is just the Ordinary Gink. But
just so long as he Is sand and while
the breezes blow, he doesn't need the
whole sand hill to stay with the big
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BANK OF SANTA FE

in the

State.

Organized in 1870.
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of Deposit.

Confer with our officers in regard to your
business.
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

(4)

banking

Assistant Cashier.

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

AIR EGGS.

....

U.. li r. f ViAoHJncr tha
of
eggs, though we al
hisjh price
knew they are up in the air, just ns
aru a'"l the necessities and comfort of
life that we have to buy, b'jt I refer
to a bran new discovery. Dr. Paul
Walden, of Rige, Russia, lias sprung
the joyful announcement that eggs
are going to be made from air some
I am not jnaking a mention
day.
of this great discovery as a sugges-- ;
tion to those in the poultry business
to sell their hens. They will still be
good for eating purposes, but am only
thinking that our children or our
children's children may be feasting
on air eggs some time. The doctor
does not offer us any immediate hope
in the manufacture of ozone eggs but
he says we may have 'em "some
day."
It's not alone eggs that will be
manufactured from air, but other
It is a long
"nitrogenous foods."
time since I boned on chemistry back
in college days, and I've forgotten
just which foods are the "nitrogenous" ones, but it sounds good to
know that anything as cheap as air
is now can be made into food products. I only hope that the air doctor
is not feeding us on "hot air" about
this egg manufactury.
There is one thing to b9 considered
however, on the consumer's side of
the proposition and that is that, if the
big combines are satisfied that this
thing is a go and that we can actu- foods" right
ally get "nitrogenous
out of the air, they will go and get
up an ozone trust and have it all corralled, as they have the coal lands
and land grants in the west and other products in the east, and we'll be
paying tribute just the same, and air
eggs won't be any cheaper than hen'3
eggs are now. It all sounds good as
air seems so free, but you and I know
what will happen as soon as the doctor really proves that air can be utilized in manufacturing
food. The
combines will get it. But after all,
this is a matter that the next generation will have to tackle and in the
meantime we will go on using hens'
eggs at high sky prices.
T
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FIFTY DOLLARS PER DIMPLE.
Over in London they have a dimple
manufactury, at fifty dollars a dimple.
The beauty doctor will do it for you.
You can have a permanent
dimple,
that will be constantly presenting that
fascinating little wrinkle in your
cheek every time you laugh, for the
price above stated, or you can have
an epherman dimple to use on especial occasions, which last about a
week, at five dollars a throw. Then
ic
just becomes plain cheek again. Of
course, if you want a permanent dimple it costs more than just the coin.''
it costs pain, too, for the pretty blemish means a surgical operation and
a small amount of your cheek has tu
be removed.
I have seen people to
whom this would be an advantage,
the removal of some of their cheek,
but never ladles, of course.
So in this case one must suffer to
get a dimple which was not given by
nature; suffer to be beautiful, but I
must say that I do not wonder that
people are willing to undergo some
suffering to be oeautiful, for, when
you come right down to facts and
hard tacks, there are not many beauti
ful people in the world. Just note
them as you see them every day.
This does not apply to Santa Fe alone,
but to everywhere.
It was a wise provision, as we find
most of the provisions of life to be,
that beauty is not common. If It
were we would not think so much of
It. It is not alone true of people, but
of everything about us. The rare and
wonderful scenery of the great west,
would not attract people as it does,
It it were found everywhere, but we
all notice that there is a desire to
have beauty about us, as our flower
gsrdens, our porch vines and all such
things testify. Therefore it is not
to be wondered at that women are
willing to pay in pain and coin for
that beauty spot, the dimple.
U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had
so
kidney trouble for years, and was
crippled with rheumatism he could
not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kidney Pills; and says:
"I began to get better at once, and
now all my trouble has left me and I
do not feel that I ever nad rheumatism. 1 rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
of a man of 36 years. I would like
to be the means of others getting
benefit from Foley Kidney Pills."
For sale oy all
Kef use substitutes.
druggists.
It Is
Work for the New Mexican.
working for you, for Santa Fe and the
new state.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER

OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

kWoolG;rmantown Wool Used.

Send for Price List and Full Information.
1

19

Don Caspar Avenue.
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PALACE
N.
SANTA
M.

FE,

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

AMERICAN

NEW MANAGEMENT.

EUROPEAN PLAN.

AND

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Flan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Rooms en suit with
Steam
Electric
baths.
Heat,
light.
private
Central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It !
THE
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MORTUARY ADDITION POLICY

THE RELIANCE

The Most Liberal Life Insurance Contract

Written

This policy provides that it one becomes totally disabled from disease or ac cident the
PREMIUMS CEASE the Policy Becomes Paid Up For Life, and A MONTHLY INCOME
one gets the benefit of his
Is Paid to the Insured tor ONE HUNDRED MONTHS-th- us
insurance during lifetime. There are many other new features in this Policy that we
wish to explain to you in person.
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INSTITUTE

R0SWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
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V alley, 3,700feetabove sea level,
sunshine every day. ODen air
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Ea stTen buildings,
ern colleges.
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E. A. CAHOON. President. ,
E. RHEA,
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'
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
before I came to the hotel, but 1
.No. 0970U.
it. You had to get up
couldn't
stand
STOPS FALLING, DANDRUFF
at a certain time every morning itj Department of the Interior, U. S.
was eight in this house wait for your r.uiul Office at Snnta Fe, N. M., Sept.
' '
bath, then have tea and jelly for 21. 19J:!.
OANDE
FOR RENT C room house wita
DISAPPEARSNotice is hereby given that E. Al- breakfast at nine. You couldn't get
cents
two
about
command
and
mand,
BURGLARY AGAIN.
n.on Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M., who furniture or not, Oct. 2. D. S. heir
beau-th- e
before.
it
other
more
than
any
mornper pound
Sunday night or early Monday
made Homestead itski- "There wns a candle in everv room. on APril
frijole Is a heavy producer, withing the gents' furnishing store of stands
OltTOI!,
No.
4,1
Lots 1, 2,
for
.Entry
At niirht. when von went out. vou were
drought and as grown by Dave
Clark & Tidinore on Gold avenue was
' ''ot L
Seclfl N.,
FOR SALE Two story residence on
withYour
Township
It!
would
is
to
a
crop
fee.
time
Hair!
Save
what
Your
Scalp!
profitable
very
you
on
back
say
the
expected
Sivyer
Invigorate
Beautify
burglarized. An iron bar
I)
N. M. P. Meridian, has Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. CS.
Range
Gazette.
out
in.
also
be
irrigation. Questa
They preferred that you
window was broken and the window
filed notice of intention to make
Danderine Grows Hair and we can Prove It.
Watson & Co.
if.11 U'Viprft vnn wprp trnintr
Wlipn vnn
was raised to allow the entrance.
,,
t
hQ ,.niif.vcu1, 1roor. t0 'BtablIsh claim to the
overHIM.
KICKED
an
MULE
and
clothes
of
Several suits
abov described, before Register
WANTED Boy or man to drive
can in m, wk.-ceither one can
Chas. A. Stevens, Lincoln county's
coat were taken, as well as neckwear
11 S. Land Office, Santa milk wagon
one
small
hair,
Kecpivor
taking
an
your
through
as
Apply Capital City
after
will,
application
you
Try
If there was onlyj0'
die or several.
and Carrizozo's popular liveand jewelry, in all amounting to over
0,1 the 15th Iay ofiDair
Pholl e 230 W.
cannot find a single strand at a time. The effect is immeThat meant that K.'
$200." This is the second time in less ly man was unfortunate in breaking of Danderine, you
diate and amazing your hair will be
than a year that this store has been his arm. Mr. Stevens was assisting trace of dandruff or a loose or falling light, fluffy and wavy iind have an you were the last one in and it was, t,,tt!millt IKunfis
witI108Hes:
FOR SALE National Cash
to fasten the chain on the,
Mr. Bunting, a California party, who hair and your scalp will not itch, but
burglarized. Deming Headlight.
s
T
t rlpg
of abundance; an incom- your duty out
two drawers practically new.
appearance
the gas and find your ,
was shipping mules from the local what will please you most, will be
,
Mon-!o- .
softness and luxuri- door, turn
C. Watson & Co.
,.,,.,!
lustre,
parable
stock yards, in loading the animals, after a few weeks' use, when you will
way upstairs by the light of your tcya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
ARRESTED IN SEATTLE.
ance, the beauty and shimmer of true candle.
Sheriff McGrath left Tuesday for when one of the 'criters' kicked him, actually see new hair, fine and downy jlajr health.
MANTEL R. OTERO,
FOR SALE Good team of young
"One morning, when
Seattle, Wash., to bring Mrs. Wing, breaking his arm. The broken mem- at first yes but really new hair
they came '
Get a 20 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Register,
'mountain
horses, for driving or rid- downstairs they found my candle on wife of O. D. Wing, proprietor of the ber will prevent Mr. Stevens from growing all over the scalp.
or
Danderine
from
store
Fe Hardware and Supply
Santa
drug
any
Ing.
American Kitchen back to this city performing his many duties for some
A little Danderine now will immetoilet counter, and prove to yourself (the Btand atid the chain not up. When PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Outlook.
time.
Carrizozo
Mrs.
wins
.
for trial. Some time ago
asked me where I had been the
diately double the beauty of your hair. tonight now that your hair is as they
left here with her little daughter
room
before, it was too much. I left.
furnished
night
RENT
as
FOR
soft
Nicely
No
and
brittle
how
anythat
it
difference
has
dull,
pretty
faded,
disCHANGE OF TROOPS.
I understand
In-- i
that's about the way all
May, for Chicago, but later it was
up stairs over Andrews' store.
and scraggy, just moisten a cloth with been neglected or injured by careless
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
covered that she had gone to Seattle,
London
Two train loads of soldiers, horses Danderine and
are
houses
Andrews'
operatat
Ballard
Chas.
boarding
of
all.
treatment
it
draw
that's
quire
carefully
and was going to sail for China. She and equipment belonging to the 13th
ed."
store.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
was arrested in Seattle and held un- cavalry, passed through Columbus
In other words, Geo. M. Cohan has
attorney ani Counselor at Law.
der custody for the arrival of Sheriff Tuesday evening, enroute to Hachita,
A home for a home lover. Several
the right idea.
Kooms
Silver City Enterprise.
McGrath.
furnished rooms with conven-- i
Troop E, under command of Captain
newly
Bank
Capita,!
City
Building,
E. W. Robinson, was dropped off here
List of letters remaining uncalled
iimees of home. Mrs. Robinson, eor-- j
New
Mexict
Santa
Fe,
CAUGHT STEALING.
for border patrol duty.
ner Grant avenue and Johnson St.
for in the postofllce at Santa Fe, N.
Assistant District Attorney, Fir
A number of Mexicans were caught
It is understood that the third
M
week
for
21, 1912.
Sept.
ending
District
now on dnty at Hachita, will
Saturday stealing waste from the
If not called for within two weeks Judicial
TYPEWRITERS.
on cavalry,
New York, Sept. 20. Radical man- New York from France a few days
be relieved and sent, into Texas to
boxing of the coal cars standing
to
sent
letter!
will
be
and repaired. New
the
dead
Cleaned,
adjusted
they
D.
HARRY
MOULTON,
the Santa Fe and Eastern siding. guard the Rio Grande river, also datory changes in the methods of ad- ago, was married early today in the office at Washington, D. C.
furnished.
Ribbons and sup.
platens
.
Attorney-at-LawCoal and waste stealing has been go- that the squad of infantry at this ministering the police department are Tombs prison, shortly before she was
sold,
plies.
exchangee
Archuleta, Alarcelina Garcia de
Typewriters
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
ing on with Increasing frequency place, under command of Lieutenant planned by the aldermanic committee, to have been taken to Kllis Island for
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Atencio Lionardita.
while
G.
O.
L.
several
days
Formerly Special Agent,
Hill will be sent back to Ft. Bliss.
during the past
AU repair work and typewriters guara3 the result of the development that examination pending deportation, to
Archuleta Paublina.
Laud Claims and Contests a Specialtj anteed.
the present cold weather spell has Columbus Courier.
12 per cent of the membership of the Morris lienoit, a Frenchman, who had
Santa Fe Typiwriter ExJ.
John
(3).
Brinkerhoff,
been In vogue and the nuisance has
Commissioner known her in France. The ceremony
named since
Phone 231.
fcrce,
Frank.
Boscoe,
change.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
led the coal company to place a watch
ANTELOPE NUMEROUS.
Waldo took charge, have criminal rec- was performed by a Catholic priest
Baca, Ignacio (2)
over the molested property. The inF.
Chas.
r
are getting so numerous ords.
with the special permission of
Easley, . Chas, R. Easley,
NOTICE FOR FUGLICATION.
Antelope
Clarence.
Clowser,
dividuals caught yesterday will be down the line that they are becoming
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
St. Patrick's cathedof the Interior,
chief change will probably be
Lavelle
The
of
James.
Department
Carothers,
for
a nuisance and a menace to standing the enactment of an ordinance recre- ral.
summarily dealt with as a lesson
Practice in the Courts and before
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
G. C.
Carrol,
reothers who might feel inclined to
Land Department.
crops when the same are not well pro- ating the bureau of investigation,
August 22, 1912.
Miss Combe was yesterday sentencChambers, Harry.
tected with substantial fences says abolished by Waldo. It will be au ed to serve a workhouse
peat the offense. Raton Range.
Land grants and titles examined.
Notice is hereby giv n that Jose N.
Collins, Miss K. V.
on
sentence
A. A. Riblett, whose homestsead is thnriuH tn mmnMi) nn nmirntP rw.nnl
Santa Fe, N. M branch Ollice, Esten-cia- , Gonzales of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
Coriz, Francisra.
a charge of vagrancy.
A CLOSE CALL.
near Cardenas. In view of the fact ot every candidate for appointment to
N. M.
May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
Chavez, Teresan.
A. A. Hoffman, who became a forger
SE
Section 33,
No. 11515, for S
Ranger Howells is off on a trip that they are protected from being the force and also of every officer car- - because loan sharks threatened him,
Diamond, Anna.
to the Mimbres. While on .lis recent killed by the game laws for the next ned on the eligible lists for promo- - submitted to a blood transfusion oper-MnS
SW
Section 34, Township
G. W. PRICHARD,
Chas. S.
Early,
i
15 North, Range 9 East, N. M.
P.
trip to Hermos-- Mr. Howel':, had a five years, it is a difficult question to
Gregg, H. A.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
ation and paid the $25 lie received for
has filed notice of intenvery narrow escape from death. dispose of without violation of law.
Meridian,
Manuel.
ali
District
in
the
Court
Practice
Gabaldon,
is
to
over
it
his
loan
shark
When
resumed
the
creditors.
investigation
Lightning struck a tree a short dis- He was advised to apply to Game
proof, to establish
and gives special attention to casei tion to make
Buck-ne- r
Garduno, Adelayda L. de.
There will be no mistaking the identance t''om the road, a flying piece Warden Monroe Williams as to what next Mondayto Chief Inquisitor
claim to the land above described, bebefore
Gonzales,
Court.
the
Floripa.
State
of
of
which
will
Supreme
the
the
record
be
intends
battleships
compile
tity
U. S. Land
oi whicli struck the pommel of his Is allowable when the game and tresLucero, Jose.
Office: Laughlin Bldg.. Santa Fe, N. M fore Register or Receiver,
the officers against whom he has se- anchored in the Hudson river during
Peddle and glacing off struck Mr. pass laws come in collision.
New Mexico, on
at
Santa
Fe,
Office,
Gertrudes
(2)
Montoya,
in
will
was
the mobilization here
October.
also, it
On returning from a trip to Encino cured evidence. He
ithe 15th day of October, 1912.
Howells throwing him from ti.e sadNew Mexico Homestead.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc.v
Roar Admiral Osterbans has given
dle and knocking him unconscious. several days ago, Mr. J. P. Williams stated today, call the witnesses to
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pena, Alejandro.
TISE?
his approval to a scheme suggested
Although considerably bruised and saw eleven of them. Vaughn Report- prove the existence of a bureau which
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, AuLuna
J.
Prada,
to
furTell
commitin
a
business
York
New
done
the
has
your story
by
thriving
reception
Pena,
jarred Mr. Howells is now none the er
gustine Montoya, Estanislado
Rearson, II. N.
2,000,000 Readers
nishing fake birth certificates and tee, whereby each vessel will have a
worse for his experience. Sierra
New Mexico.
ot
'all
Galisteo,
Rivera, Gregorita.
Twelve Dollars.
certificates of character for applicants large canvas stretched between her
JACK RABBIT COLLISION.
Free Press.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Ribal, Cilbiano.
We will place your
masts bearing her name. At night a
advertise
J. T. Gillett, the Independent land for the police force,
Register.
B.
Juan
Romero,
'.a
Suewill
25 leading newspapers'
meat
be directed against
man, has a rather unusual story to
While Mrs. Sickles is ready for a searchlight
DESERTER CAUGHT.
Sotero.
Romero,
relate in regard to a head on collision reconciliation with her famous hus- the sign, so as to make it easily readday issue, for $12 per insertion. De-- I
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Sours, Mr.
Tuesday Sheriff .las. Hunter cap- with a jack rabbit.
able from shore.
circular FREE.
no
has
of the Interior,
the
scriptive
band,
sign
given
general
Department
an
B.
skipII.
tured
Shaw,
army deserter, having
An American
While returning from Artesia m
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING!
newspaper corredesires such a thing. Mrs.
v. S. Land Office at
Jesus.
Velarde,
ped out from Ft. Bliss and hogged his auto a few evenings ago Mr. Gil- that he
Sickles has made conditions under spondent who was recently assigned
AGENCY,
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
When
a freight into Alamogordo.
In calling for these letters please
lett met a large jack rabbit which which the reconciliation may take to duty in London has written a friend state
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Taos, New Mexico.
he was
Mr. Hunter! spotted the deserter
not.
or
advertised
whether
toward tnat town at a place. The principal one was that here concerning conditions of existValencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
tried to pass off as one of the train- rate traveling
JOHN PFLUEGER,
would lead one to think Miss Eleanor E.
-- UME
which
ence
in
the
British
They
metropolis.
W.
DR.
the
genBROWN,
Wilmerding,
sheriff
of
the
April 1 2th, j909, made Homestead
men, but the keen eye
Postmaster.
'
just learned of eral's housekeeper, must go. Also do not. seem entirely satisfactory to
Section
Dentist.
saw the shape of a gun in his jeans that Brer Rabbit ahad
Entry No. 09579 f NE
the possibility of new railroad, beet the
13 N., Rango 8 E., N. M.
for the reconciliation him. At least, that seems a fair inStore
Over
24,
Jewelry
proposal
Spitz
and took him in. The gun was a new
Township
PUBLICATION.
FOR
NOTICE
or new oil company for must first come from General Sickles. ference from his interesting letter,
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inU. S. pattern made by Colt. Just be- sugar factory,
Department of the Interior,
and was carrying the news In
follows:
as
of
reads
which
is
on
a
part
less
than
Phone
6.
Red
$83
fore reaching the jail he admitted to Artesiahaste
tention to make Final Three Year
Doing
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
that a grand pow wow feat thatEurope
post
"We haven't any steam heat in our
has just been accomplished
Office Hours 8 a. ra. to 5 p. m.
the sheriff that he was the right man miSnt
1912.
Proof, to establish claim to the land,
11,
Sept.
nce' At
be. called at
There is a fireplace. We light
A. Jagendorf, a Columbia office.
Morris
And
and Mr. Hunter deputized Clarence
above described, before Harry C.
by
by
Appointment.
Andres
Notice is hereby given that
uc uio liitn- who returned to the fire every morning for it is very G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
Hunter to escort the soldier back to du luipui taut dcculcutoiuturn
V. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
student,
University
either to Columbia
to begin the work cold here and shovel on the coal all on
Ft. Bliss, which was done Wednesday. sion that he refused
N. M., on the 4 th day of November,
yesterday
aphomestead
made
1907,
9,
Sept.
to
or
the
the
left
and, although, of the new school
right
M. DIAZ,
Otero County Advertiser.
1912.
DR.
year. Jakendorff day. The fire costs us 12 cents a plication 04786, No. 11988, for S
both parties were in sight of each
as witnesses:
New York early in June with a day. In a corner of the room is a NE
left
Claimant names
Section 4, RESIDENCE,
N
SE
CASPAR
DON
other for at least an eighth of a mil!
to fake washstand, and beside it a red Township 15 N Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy, N. M.;
THE WINNING FRIJOLE.
with a good wide road in which thev working capital of $90, and planned exAVE
pail containing water.
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Dave Sivyer has completed his har- could easily have passed, both held to return with $15. Unexpected
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Red
"They seem to try to discourage to make final five year proof, to es220
Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M.,
Phone,
vest of beans. Thirty people were en- the main track with a determination penses compelled him to draw on his
A
over
here.
and
to
extent
so
that
d&
reserve
of
washing
the
$7.50,
bathing
to
land
above
the
Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
claim
tablish
in
humthe harvest field. The
to stand his ground.
Brer Rabbit
gaged
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA and TrinidadMANUEL
R. OTERO,
ble bean that made Boston famous, is came on with full speed ahead and his summer spent in England, France, shave costs only four cents in a hair scribed, before the Register or ReRegister.
237 Black
destined to make great wealth for Mr. Gillett, already traveling at a good Germany and Switzerland cost him a shop, but a bath is a regular opera- ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov.
Phone,
tion. When I want my bath, at my 16, 1912.
the growers In the Sunshine state. clip, if anything, turned a little more trifle under $83.
1
1
3
HOURS.
to
OFICE
P.
M.
Wilson Mizner, playwright, maga- hotel, I have to ring a bell. Then
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Claimant names as witnesses:
The bean as grown by Mr. Sivyer is juice into his engine. The impact
Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andres
Sealed proposals will be received
what is commonly called the Mexican came a terrible one for Brer Rab- zine writer, wit and adventurer, was wait till the maid knocks, and tell
Salvador
the County Commissioners of
bean, frijole. A person once having bit, for he was left badly battered operated on for appendicitis at Hahne- her I desire a bath. She goes away Garcia, Albino Gonzales,
L. F. MURRAY, M. D., by
eaten of the real Mexican bean, grown and dead on the scene of the disas- mann hospital. It was only on the as- to prepare the bath, and I wait till Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
on soil especially adapted to its ter. The only damage done to the surance to save his life that Mizner she gets back. Then I go to the bath
twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8tU
Register.
submitted. Though in great pain, he room, take my bath, come back to my
growth, never can find another variety auto was a badly stained axie.
day of October, 1912, for furnishing
Palace
next
Cation Block,
Ave.,
maid again, and
to equal It. They are far superior
And it will
materials for one bridge to be built
all
probably never be cheerfully joked with the suregons as room, ring for the
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to the lady bean and every one, like known as to just the kind of sensa- he stretched himself on the operating tell her I'm through. That's a rule of
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
PHONE 233.
our brook trout, is a speckled beauty, tion the Artesians lost through this table.
the hotel.
Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
"I tried living in a boarding house Department
of the Interior, TJ. S. Residence Palace Hotel.
In the market they are in great de- - accident. Dayton Informer.
Miss Marie Combe, who arrived in
All the material and work shall be
Phone Main 68.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
furnished and done in accordance
September 13, 1912.
with plans and specifications made by
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
the Midland Bridge company of Kan3C
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
sas City, Missouri, on file in the oifice
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
Is Going to Practice With
for SE 4 NW
Entry No.
where thoy may be seen and examinH.
MILLER.
R.
DR.
Sec. 13 and NE
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E
ed.
.
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Obstetric.
Specialty
Section 24, Township 11 N.,
NW
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Each
TheTum of tea
fle7
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intention
notice of
of bid.
amount
per cent of the
proof, to establish claim to the land
to
is
New Mexican.
so
do, may also
It
the
Work
for
Parties
desiring
'(Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa working for you, for Santa Fe and submit plans and prices of their own,
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of
the new state
and the Board of Commissioners reNovember, 1912.
serves the right to reject any and
Cruz
names
as
witnesses:
Claimant
all bids or to accept any bid inado
Griego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario
in their judgment is for the. best
that
or
before
Register
described,
OUT
GOING
of
of Santa Fe County, New
interest
N.
Pettine,
M.,
of
Miguel
ba,
Leyba,
Mexico.
of
N.
John
Pettine,
of
ol Willard,
M.,
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
Willard, N. M.
Chairman.
GOING TO
YOU
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Attest: M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.
Register.
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Feast ef Bargains'

8479-0693-

4

2

4

1-- 4

five-yea-
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PEOPLE OF THIS CITY have never before in the old town's history had
OF
a feast bargains as they have had at our
our best friends came in a
PRICES during the last week. Some
REALLY
litte skeptical, but timidly asked, "ARE
QUIT?"
we
are
to
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them
the prices
making to
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but on our
ENTIRE LINE of the highest grade of merchandise that we could find in the markets of the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close out the better it will
suit us.
THE

Ley-abov- e

THE

FOLLOWING ARE A FEW ARTICLES THAT CAUGHT OUR EYE AS WE GLANCED. DOWN
JAPANESE

BEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERY DRESS PATTERNS.

Just few left fine Marquisette full widths six yards to the
.4

.

Just a few of the very best quality all wool Voiles and Panamas,
$3, $6
$6, $10 and $12, Now
NEN'S OVERCOATS.

BIGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS

An article we all need but seldom can find. You can now get two
and have one at both ends of the line for what you been paying

U

AT PRICES TO URGE YOU TO TAKE THE WHOLE LOT.

Baby ribbons that were 2 yards for 5c to close at 10 yards
71-2- ,
10 and 15c grades
Niagara made high grade
Best wired hair ribbons 35c grades

5c
5c
20c

A FEW HIGH GRADE SWITCHES LEFT.
3

or.

26

inches long high grade human hair values from

$3.50

$1.50
$1

45c

Other values that run from $2.75 to $3.25
Third grade all fully guaranteed best value ever shown

to $4,
52.10
$1.65

now

It will pay you boys to buy it now for you will need it In another
week or two. Kirschbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium
.$10, $5
length ulster that should keep you warm and snug

for one.
High Grade Gloria Silks best made at any price, $2.50 and $3
Another lot fully guaranteed same make, $1.50, $2. .
Third assortment best values ever known, 75c and $1

The biggest stock to pick from in the state. Pay you to lay in a
5c
year's supply at these prices, values that were 7c, 10c and 15c
5c
Llnnen Torchons, 10, 12 2 and 15c grades
5 and 10c
Cotton Clunies, 10, 15 and 25c grades
RIBBONS

$8, $11, $4.35, $6

PANAMA AND VOILE DRESS SKIRTS

YOUNH

:

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES

WMONAS

Long Kimonaa very high grade finely made and finished. .$3.00. .$1.60
65c 35c
Short Kimona Sacks, Nice Flannelette

pattern

COUNTER

$2,

now. .85c

. ONE LONELY EDISON PHONOGRAPH.

The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, reg- $12.50
ular price at dealers $22.50, will let you carry it off for
STANDARD COPYRIGHT BOOKS

or so from well known authors such as Mrs. Holmes or
that originally sold for $1.50 to close at
One Alcott set regular price anywhere $12.50
ittle Colonel series, regular price $1.50

A dozen

South-wort-

h

25c
$7.50
$1.00

W. N.TOWNSENO & CO.

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Aug. 30 1912.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Sandov.n, of Lamy. N. M., who,
on March 8. 1906. made Homestead
SectiOL
Entry No. 9011, for NW
11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E , N. M
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenproof, to es
tion to make Five-yea- r

tablish claim to the land above de-scribed, before Register or Receiver,,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 8th day of October, 1912.
as witnesses:
names
Claimant
Eulcgio Sandoval, of I.amy, N. M.;
Jose Larranaga, of Lamy, N. M.;
Feliberto Martinez, of Lamy, N. M.;
Luciano Ortega, Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register.
T. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route
1, is in his 73rd year, and was recently cured of a bad kidney and bladder

trouble. He says himself: "I have
suffered with my kidneys. My back
ached and I was annoyed with bladI can truthfully
der irregularities.
say, one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me entirely." They contain no habit forming drugs. For
sale by all drujf'sts.
You cannot get up to date printing

unless you have up to date material
and facilities.
The New Mexican
Printing company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
four orders are always assured per
sonal attention.

Differentand Alone
Probably you don't knov
that we make a Burroughs
so arranged that you can
print from 1 to 9,999 automatically without depressing any keys.
Particularly
useful where you want to
keep track of the numbtr
of items that you are putting into a machine; where
you are dealing with the
certain rotation of subjects
and want to be able to identify the 999th item without
going 'back and counting
them, and you don't want to
put yourself to the expense
of printing a special form.

Just a little bit

in
is

ad-

vance in this that
the
Burroughs way. We would
be glad to show you some
of this kind of work to see
whether it applies to something you have in mind.
Burroughs

Adding

Machine Co.,

W. H. LONG, Sales Manager.
P.O. Box 702, CI Paso, Texas.

A really effective kidney and bladder medicine must first stop the progress of the disease and then cure tha
conditions that cause it. Use Foley
Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladder troubles and urinary irregularities. They are safe and reliable.
They help quickly and permanently.
In the yellow package. For sale by
all druggists.

3

Colonist

B

Rates
OneWay

1X1

SECOND CLASS TICKETS,
TO

CALIFORNIA

$30.00
PORTLAND.ORE. AND
THE NORTHWEST

CU

ftC

W.Ud

Dates of sale, Sept. 25th to
October 10th, 1912.
s
allowed.
Remember the Low Summer
Tourist rates to California and return in effect until Sept. 30th, 1912.
Stop-over-

H.

5.

LUTZ

Santa Fe. N. M

EVERY DAY
IS

A

Busy Day

they-dema-

In the U. S. district judge's court,!
Georee J. Fredericks, a banker of E.
Las Vegas, an order was entered dis
charging him from bankruptcy.
and
A suit was filed by Brown
Adams vs. Walter H. Long for $4,700
damages, for commission ou account
of alleged failure to consign clip of
wool In accordance with an alleged
agreement. The suit was filed byl.
Attorneys Read, and Hervey of
Ros-wel-

suit in equity was filed by George
Reynolds vs. William E. Washing
ton anS Mary E. Washington.
A

WITH US!

T-

BOARD IN SESSION.

MAKE THEM A LITTLE BUSIER

The state board of equalization is
again in session today in the senate
chamber of the capitol, Governor McDonald presiding.
SCHOOLS PROSPEROUS.

By 'Phoning Your Order

FOR QUALITY GROCERIES

State Superintendent of Education
Alvan X. White has returned from a
trip through Bernalillo and other
counties, inspecting schools and call- ing on teachers. He says a prosper-

na.

uua-

-

ia
vaai.
in
1 11

fnrwarti

lrtnb-or-

"

tn

mid

much enthusiasm is being shown in
educational matters.

Fruits,

Groceries,

NEW COMPANIES.

Albuquerque is to have a new bank.
Articles of incorporation were filed in
the office of the corporation commission. It is capitalized at $50,000 divid'
ed into 500 shares at $100. The incorporators are: Meldrum K. Wlyder,

Vegetables, Meats,
Oysters,

Poultry,

'GAMEST MAN

Bakery Goods, Etc.

I

EVER

SAW-SA-

YS

SHERIFF

Everything to
Phone 4

F.ANDREWS

Phone 4

S . SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion,

,

NOW IS THE TIME

FOR PRESERVING
FOR TABLE USE.

CRAB APPLES, APRICOTS, PLUMS, APPLES.

Finest Sweet Peas in the Southwest.

Flowers all the time.

TriE

Phone Black 12.

clarendon garden
R. V. BOYLE,

DOWN-TOW-

ready for war, according to the Earl
Kilmorey, while addressing a big
outdoor demonstration of Irish unionists here today.
Some 20,000 people from the county
of Down were at the meeting, which
was the final unionist demonstration
before Ulster Day (September 28.)
The Earl declared his intention of
refusing to submit to Home rule if
the act passed.
A large number of Irish peers, he
said, including Field Marshall Lord
Roberts and the Marquis of Dufferin,
had signed a pledge not to accept a
soat in either house of an Irish legislature.
of

GET FRUIT
AND

Although only in his early twenties
Thorne had served sentences in Call,
fornia prisons, before his crime here.

Kilmorey, Ireland, Sept. 26. Ulster
men are praying and hoping for peace
but if that is denied them they are

Reliable."

TO

en.

READY FOR WAR.

"Time Pieces That Ar

tc-U-ay.

Salt Lake, Utah, Sept. 26. "The
gamest man I ever saw die," was the
eulogy pronounced upon young Harry
Thome this morning after Thome
had been shot to death at the state
prison for the murder of George Fas-Be- l
in a grocery store hold up two
years ago.
The execution took place at 6:34.
Thome's request that newspaper men
be excluded from the death chamber
and the scene of the execution was
granted, but bis plea to meet his
fate with open eyes did not avail as
it was feared that the gaze of their
victim might disconcert the official
marksmen.
By way of indulgence Thome was
permitted to view all the preparations for execution and the bandage
was not placed over his eyes until
the tiring order was about to be giv

ULSTERITES ARE

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

ally.
t
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel traveis over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tice a year. It will increase the
and- - accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us

E

Mgr

STAND, BUTT BROS,' DRUG STORE.

Heater

FRANK OWEN,

THE PLAZA

figure out
much
how
money you
would save if you cut
your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled
Stop and

Market Co.

LOCAL ITEMS.

PROTECTION BY
THIS COUNTRY
Washington, D. C, Sept. 26. The
state department and the department
of justice have decided to regard
Mexican rebels who flee across the
line to the United States and surrender or are captured
by American
troops, as proper subjects for internment, just as were the soldiers of
France who made their way into
Switzerland during the Franco-Prussia- n
war. They will not be subject to
extradition unless for crimes committo
ted in Mexico without reference
military duty. The fugitives will be
kept under surveillance and are expected to refrain from further hostilities during the stay in this country.
Juarez, Mex., Sept. 26. Railway and
telegraph communication was cut
early today with Pearson, the American lumber center on the Mexico
50 miles
Northwestern
railway,
southwest of this border point.
The wires are only operating to
Casas Grandes and between that point
and Pearson bridges were burned by
a detachment of the 600 rebels who
for many days have been threatening
to attack Pearson, which is defended
by about 450 federal troops.
Rebels in broa dday light burned a
three miles below Casas
bridge
Grandes, where much federal cavalry
is located. The structure was nearly 200 feet long. No federal troops
attempted to prevent the rebels.
A courier arrived today at Casas
Grandes reporting that no attack
had been made on Pearsons, but that
three groups of rebels were operating near the town. It is believed that
the 600 rebels have been
by groups from both east and west.
It was reported that General Antonio Rabago, with 500 federal cavalry
had begun a march from Casas
Grandes to Pearson, only twenty-fivNo fighting has been
miles distant.
reported. ,
e

rebels were seen to topple into the
canyon, say war department reports.
Although - he federal commander
states that the fight continued two
hours, he placed his own loss at only
two wounded. This band of rebels is
said to have proclaimed Manuel
Mexican ambassador to Wash
ington, president.
General Aguilar, who is operating
in the same region, also has proclaimed Calero president. The ambassador disclaims any
sympathy
with this movement.
Maximo Belle has been raiding haciendas and towns in the vicinity of
Cal-ero- ,

"SYRUP

OF

FIGS"

KAR auto tor hire. Phone
J.
Eat a few pieces of chocolates after
a meal to get that "dined sufficiently"
feeling.
(Pin Ton's of course.)
Born To Mrs. Juan Griego a baby
25,
girl on Wednesday, September
1912. Both mother and babe are doing
KASNER

141

well.

For reliable electric work see
Sparks. Prices always reasonable,
service prompt.
Do you know that the
Santa Fe
Laundry uses purer water than most
of the Santa Fe people drink? All the
water we use is filtered and rendered
absolutely pure.
FOR SALE Dressed poultry, hens
and spring chickens, peaches,' pears
and prunes, 2 cents per pound. Good
clean wheat, 91.85 per 10O pounds.
Phone 19 J.
Come and have your first picking
or. Misses uoats that have just arrived. They are beauties. Salmon's.
Something good to eat is what
every housekeeper is looking for. The
ladies of the Presbyterian church will
have lots of good things for sale at
Winters' store Friday afternoon from
1 to 5 o'clock.
,,,!,-- "
Get an anti splasher for your faucet,
15c at Goebels.
We have sent out letters to our patrons announcing that after October
1st we shall expect to receive cash
for every laundry bundle delivered.
In our business, our heaviest expenses
such as payroll, etc., must be met
every week and for this reason our
business must be a cash business. We
trust that our patrons will understand
our position in this matter and in order to insure the prompt and certain
delivery of their laundry that they
will be prepared to pay the driver
every week. The Santa Fe. Electric
Laundry.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
The finest rooms in the city,, having
all Modern conveniences, including
electrie light, steam heat and baths.
loThe European Hotel, centrally
cated. State Progressive Headquarters in the hotel.
Frank Andrews, the quality grocer,
stands ready to serve yon and serve
you well. Phone your orders for anything to eat, he will do the rest
From 32 to 63 Was the range in
temperature yesterday and the average relative humidity for the day was
47 per cent.
Says the weather man:
"Yesterday was a clear and colder
day, with a mean temperature of 11
degrees below the average."
What is the difference between a
credit business and a business on a
cash basis? A credit business means
poor service, high prices, inefficient
inconvenience, worry and
labor,
grief. A cash business means prompt
service, reasonable prices, efficient
and a
labor, a satisfied customer
cheerful merchant. All the difference
that there is between black and
white. Don't forget the Santa Fe
Laundry next week.
Where Are Those "Pin Ton" choc- -
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INDIGESTION,

West Side of Plaza

the heating power of
your coal. The result
will be the strongest of

BILIOUSNESS AND CONST! PAIN
Cleans
Have Added a Complete This Gentle, Effective Fruit Laxative Thoroughly
Sour
Your Stomach, Liver and 30 Feet of Bowels of

Line of

tirely original principles,' which are so

GROCERIES

thoroughly efficient
and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the

To

their Stock of Meats
Give Us a Trial.

world. Chief among
these is the famous

Hot Blast
through which all gases generated an
$4
1

THE

burned, eliminating all waste.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

PLAZA MARKET CD.

Bile, Poisons, Gases and
Primitive folks did not need laxatives. They lived outdoors, ate plenty
of fruit, and all of their food was
coarse. We modern people are different. We exercise too little, eat
littje fruit, and our food is too fine--too
rich.
We simply can't have out ten yards
of bowels clogged
up, liver choked
with sour bile and stomach full of
foul effete matter and feel well. It
means that the food and waste retained in the stomach and thirty feet
of bowels ferments decays. The decay creates poisons, gases and acids,
and those poisons are sucked into the
blood through the very ducts intendThen
ed to suck in the nutriment.
we have sick headache, become dull,
bilious, tongue coated, nervous, meals
don't digest, and we feel miserable all
over. So we must make our choice.

Ciogged-U- p

26,

1912.

The burdens a woman has to carry through life are many but they can be
A .soothing and
if she will turn to Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
subduing nervous excitability, prostration, hy.tena,
strengthening; nervine
ills
and the many symptoms which may be caused by distressing the peculiar
pains or distress and for
to women. For those "drawing-down- "
has had many thousands of
the "Favorite Prescription
Sstimonials from people living in every part of America. Another important
made from efficient
thing to every woman is that this medicine is
Full list of ingrediwithout the use ot alcohol, narcotics, or any injurious agents.
R. V. F.erce-w- ho
Dr.
to
sworn
" President
and
by
on
ent! given
i:.4.,' Avtw. nA i.rrf,al InRtitittn., ar Knflnln. ,
me l 'i auua
OIi .l
N. Y. Every woman is invited to write to this Institute and
receive confidential and sound medical advice, entirely
without cost from one who makes the diseases of women
his specialty.
yonr remedies, especially
"I' can cheorfuny recommend
for all female disorders," writes
your Favorite Prescription,'
Bluff
City, Tenn., Route 2. "Durine
Mus. M. M. MoRitiu.L,of
tho past seven years 1 suffered from pains in the back and
ovaries. Tried many remedies but found only transient
roliof until I was persuaded by a friend to try Dr. Pierce's
a fair trial.
Favorite Prescription. After niving this remedy
that it would do
just what it is recommended to
Idofound
I used in all snven bottles. I cannot speak too highly
of Dr. Pierce's remedies for all female derangements."
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bottle-wrapp-
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Has. Mobbell.
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Pierce's Pieaseat reueis reuiune rw

olates? the ladies are asking. They
on their way from Los Angeles.
A marriage licMarriage License
ense was issued to Fred McCulloh
and Miss Cleo Pearl Smith, of Bonanza, Colorado, and the couple, said to
be elopers, were married yesterday by
Justice of the Peace Manuel B. Sala-zaIt is said they eloped to avoid
the pranks of their many friends.
and Ladies'
A full line of Girls'
Pajamas on display at The Big Store.
Salmon's.
Dr. Diaz Wins Suit. Dr. J. M. Diaz
r
won his suit for $70.50 from A.
in the district court yesterday
after the jury had been out but half
an hour.
The court is today hearing the case
ot Camilli Mares vs. Joe Vergalio, a
justice of the peace appeal.
Every good housekeeper has a
spring and fall house cleaning. Send
your curtains, portieres, rugs and Navajo blankets to the Santa Fe Electric Laundry. We guarantee satisfaction.
Genuine Jonathans, New Mexico's
finest apple, Winesaps, Grimes' Gold-ens- ,
Northern Spys and a dozen more
varieties. Extra fancy pack, $1.50 per
50 lb. box; choice pack, $1.25 per 50
lb. box. Seconds or cooking apples lc
per lb. We have sold our entire crop
to southern buyers, but will reserve
your order if you telephone us before
October 5th. McCallister's Ranch,

are

r.

Dock-weile-

The advertisement of Joseph B.
Hayward has something of interest
to you the house hunter. See page
five.
Big Dance Sept. 30 The Indians
will give the famous San Geronimo

dance at Taos September 30, and already prominent officials here including the secretary of state have received invitations to attend it. There
will be' a celebration here on that date
however, the entertainment of the
world's greatest geographers.
Let the men try Pin Ton chocolates
when they arrive. Better and cheaper
than tobacco is the "chocolate habit."
Suicide Lived Here The dispatch
printed yesterday of the murder of.
Mrs. Mary Theodorson in Salt Lake
City was read with much interest here
yesterday as the suicide was in Santa
Fe less than a year ago arid "attracted
much attention because of her beauty

and because of the queer actions of
her husband, James Theodorson, a
Greek.
The Awakening of Jones, a
and a good one at the Elks'
tonight.
One fare for the round trip to the
big State Fair in Albuquerque, now
less than a month distant will make
it easy for every one to go this year;
and everyone, apparently, is going.
The fair this year is on the most
substantial basis it has been for
many years, with bigger prizes, bigger
exhibits and better' amusements and
Albuquerque is making preparations
to show her visitors the best time
they ever enjoyed.
It. The exhibAll Are Booming
ition plan is receiving the hearty support of the energetic people of Santa
Fe. It is being advertised last night
at the Elks' theatre the announcement
showed up to good advantage. Not
only is the city interested but also the
county of Santa Fe is going to help.
The county commissioners will see to
that and a neat sum is likely to be
given by them. Social affairs, private
or public, will be given to swell the
fund.
Did you know that you could have
your pillows and bolsters renovated
and sent home just like new? Send'
them, feathers and all to the Santa
Fe Electric Laundry and let them
show you what they can do.
See the Western Drama at the Elks'
tonight. It's good.
Winter is almost upon us. Send
your woolen blankets to the Santa
Fe Electric Laundry now and be prepared for the cold weather.
vita-grap- h

FALL MILLINERY
LATEST IN

HATS,
FEATHERS,

ETC

MISS A. MUGLER,
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.

L
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RING THE CHILDREN here for

Shoes.
Our Children's Shoe
Department is our particular
care. Here the growing feet are expertly fitted to thoroughly comfortable
shoes of the very best quality, and they
are priced with moderation. Come and
look

at our

SPECIALS
they mean real economy. Better values
than can be obtained elsewhere.
Gun Metal, Box
Calf, Vicl Kid,
Patent Kid or Russian Calf for Boys and
Shoes in ButGirls. Well made,
ton or Blucher style. A size for every foot !

SCHOOL SHOES
ed

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00
to Size.

Waste.

We must live like primitive folks,
else we must take artificial means to
move the excess bile and waste matter on and out of the system.
The safest, most harmless and effective stomach, liver and bowol
cleanser and regulator for men, women and children is delicious Syrup
of Figs, which doesn't irritate, gripe
or weaken. Its effect is the effect of
fruits. It is composed entirely of
luscious figs, senna and aromatics.
Don't think you are drugging yourself. Syrup of Figs can be constantly used without harm.
Ask your druggist for "Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna," and see
on the label that It is prepared by
The California Fig Syrup Company.
This is the only genuine the old
reliable. Refuse, with contempt,' the
Fig Syrup imitations sometimes offered to deceive you.

Sept.

WOMAN'S TRIALS.

foot-form-

all arguments why you
ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is
constru&ed upon en
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Mexico City, Mex., Sept.. 26. Trapped on the bank of a canon, near
Orizaba, in the state of Vera Cruz, a
NOTICE.
band of seventy rebels, commanded
To Whom it May Concern:
Maximo Bello, was practically wipNotice Is hereby given that the by
ed out yesterday by a slightly superpartnership between Frank Owen ior force of government troops, acand Nathan B. Stern, operating uncording to official reports received
der the name of The Santa Fe Pro- here
today.
ducts Company, is hereby dissolved
The bodies of thirty rebels were
by mutual consent, and all debts due found after 'the
20
fight and some
to the
should
and

partnership
owing
be paid to the said Nathan B. Stern,
or his agent, Edward H. Oakley, and
all debts owed by the company Bhould
be presented to the said Edward H.
Oakley as agent for Mr. Stern.
NATHAN B. STERN.

WILSON

MEWS.

Orizaba for the last ten days and on

Wednesday of last week his band
carried off a wealthy matron and a
judge from Paperla, Vera Cruz, for
nd
.ransom.
whom
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 26 The El
Victor Sais, Hermen Blueuer, Criss Tigre company, whose property was
Simon lcoted by Salazar's rebels two weeks
G. Marsdorf, O. N. Marron,
Hern-doago, has now recovered more than
B.
Jacob
Stern,
Korber, James
half of the silver bullion taken from
and Edward Lembke, all of
the mine. Six more bars were recovEach took Do shares.
Regina Elena Sorelle di Colombo is ered today, having been found by a
a beneficial society the incorporation Mexican private soldier, four miles
papers of which were filed today nam- from the mine. He received $1,500 as
ing Gallup as the place of business his part of the reward and immediateand Catarina
Mutto the statutory ly applied for his discharge.
Attracted by the odor emanating
agent. There is no capital stock. It
is a sick benefit and social organiza- from a half dozen dead burros, the
soldiers investigated and found a bar
tion.
of the precious bullion strapped to the
SENDS OUT POLL BOOKS.
back of each. By the recovery of 11
Secretary of State Lucero Is sendthe company's loss has been rebars,
various
ing out the poll books to the
duced
by about $12,500. About five
precincts of the state, for the forthjtons of Tigre bullion arrived here to
coming election.
day on a special tram guarded by a
MATTERS.
EDUCATIONAL
detachment of federal soldiers.
State Superintendent of Education
Alvan N. White has issued a circular
letter to county school superintendents on the question of the distribution of the state reserve fund among
weak districts and after outlining a
"We hope you will X
THE WEATHER.
plan he adds:
us
write
promptly with your suggesDenver, Colo., Sept. 26. The X
tions as your knowledge of condiforecast for New Mexico is fair S8
tions makes it possible for you to
tonight and Friday; not so cold X
foresee the difficulties in the way of
X
in the east portion.
carrying out the foregoing plan." Mr.
White concludes asking the superintendents to send in their estimate of
IN TELEPHONING
the amount they will need to be
The New Mexican, if your business
drawn from the state reserve fund.
s about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
REBELS PROMISED
any news, please phone "31 J."
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"The Home of Quality Groceries "
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NATURE SHAPED SHOES
For young feet. Splendid leathers, together
with splendid shoemaking. The correct
Shoes for growing feet !
The above are only a few of the good things in
DREN'S FOOTWEAR. We'de be pleased to have you
our splendid SHOES.
.

test

PFLUEGER'S,
THE SHOERY.

J

